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friars’ church near by for being instrumen~

‘STAR

tal in the tragival death of his father at

A WEEKLY RELIGIOUS NEWSPAPER,

John Grabam, of Kilearn, a prisoner there are present, . The latter it is ramored has
during ‘several chill November nights, brought oneof his classes with him, to
while Rob adjusted that gentleman's land- ‘whom he lectures while here, A good
rents, then due from his tenants, to, his, and shrewd. plan all will admit. The

accepted.

Officers for the ensuing year

were electedns follows:
President—Rev.
C. F.. Penney,
Maive. |:
i
;
’
, Vice President—Rev. L. Dexter,

Sauchie Burn, and who, afterwards fell
4 eli
185URD
BY THE
Freowill Baptist Printing Establishment, with the flower of Scottish chivalry on
Flodden field, was born here, and so: was own liking. Its only ten miles by boat theological students present are Messrs,
Rev. 1. D. STEWART, Publisher,
James the V., who was also crowned across Karine, and ‘then five miles by Dupes, Adams, George, Frost, Avery;
To'whom all lettérs on business, remittances of

Rev. J. M. Brewster offered the fellow
ing resolution which was adopted:

of
of

Resolved, That this Society

ask the Gemersi

Conference at its coming session to los mck
measures as will result either in. the’ discowtinuance of State and local societies, or ihe b
ing
those 806 societies
cl
ing ofhowe
eties into closer
relations pr
y

mA
Rhode Island.
" Becretary and Treasurer—Rev. E. W.
Graves, M,. Wiggin aod Briggs. Pres. Ricker, of New Hampshire,
here in 1513, Thirty years later, the un- coach, along hy heather-covered hills. and
money, &o., shouldbe addressed, at Dover, N, H.
i
At 10: 30, o'clock the public services
All communications
designed for punlicanon
ident Cheney, Financial Secretary Fer- | 1 Executive Commitiee—The Correspondthatched
huts
and
bldck
peat
bogs
before
fortunate
Queen
Mary,
who
was
born
a
anouid bo addressed to Editor The Morning Star,
began with prayer by Rev. 8. Custis,"of
little way off at the castle of Linlithgow, one approaches Loch Lomond at Invers- nald, and Rev. A. C. Hogbin do, not com. ing Secretaries of the Benevolent Societies New Hampshire. The congregation-asf
VQR, Ne Mail
hail
y
ig,
EDITORIAL
BUTORS:
was also crowned in the same castle, and naid, the largest of the Scottish lakes, and plete Lewiston’ quota. It would be a seri- and the Secretaryof the Convention. oh
“On the Mountain Top Appearing”
aor J. roisbutol, sh
Rev.
Messrs.
H.
F,
Wood,
of
New
ous
loss
to
any
of
our’general
gatherings
to
80 was her son James the VI., who was not unlike lake George in= Vermont, ex\
¥. J
Jo
oy
i
The report of the Corresponding SecreRay, We HL, BOWEN,
DD.
the only son she bore the treacherous and. cept that the latter is encifeled by’ green miss the presence and help which Rey. Hampshire, Geo.S. Ricker, of Massa.
tary,
Rev. A. L. Gerrish, was them pre
REV. A. H, HoLING, | revengeful Darnley.
John Knox preach: hills instead of brown, whileit lacks the, C.F. Penney, of Augusta, gives out of chusetts, and N. C. Brackett, of West
sented. It referred at the outset to ¢ié
Virginia,
were
chosen
a
Committee
on
coronation sermon, and. pounded poetic associations that make this lake re- bis deep love for souls and loyalty to
need for more workers. The state of
$3.30, "Sos the Sth page of edthe thepulpit
IN¥ADVANGE,
till it cracked. The castle was gion famous, Its islands were once. the Christ. Maine: also sends Reve. H. J. Closing Resolutions,
- this paper,
things in Maine was clearly presented.
a Scottish stronghold in the old days. A retreats of the highland clans when, too White, of Bath, G. W. Gould, of Bowdoin- |.
THE ANNIVERSARY SERMON
stl

{
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a

{

th

The Woming Star.

hundred battles have smoked and blazed

around its walls, and it is still garrisoned
for the next occasion. , It last surrendered to Cromwell's forces in 1651.
Many objects of interest are in view

"WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 15, 1879.
TWO THINGS.
We have two things to do, to live and die:
To win another and s lounger life
Qut of this earthly change and weary strife :
To catch
the hours that one by one go by,
And write the Cross upon them as they fly.
So shall they lay their burden gently down,
Sinking, perchance hard by, beneath the throne,
Withdrawn anew into eternity.
Tis hard to live by youth’s fast bubbling

from the Castle,

| half-finished,

school,

half

house and half castle, with its rude

There are others of like

import,

philosophical and practical.

both

As

The. moir. I. stand. on. oppin. hitht.. ..
My. favitis. moir. subject. ar. to. sitht,
(The more I stand on open hight
My faults more subject are to sight).

The cemetery near by contains some in-

The very heart itself must beat by rule.

teresting monuments,

=F. W. Faber.

One is a granite

pyramid, in commemoration of the Scottish Covenanters who died a martyr death

EDITORIAL OORRESPONDENCE.

3
Sept. 9, 1879.
We have been'seven days at sea, from
Glasgow, —days of squalls Alternating

when the Catholic persecution raged so

with gales, with wind and

Crown of life.

fog

and

rain

as

its

hills,

ham, A. G. Hill,of Topsham, H. Atwoed

stretching away in all directions,

were,

and W. H, Yeoman,
We must not forget to mention Rev. Thomas Spooner, ‘man, of New Hampshire,

their homes aud roving places. Inversnaid, with its ruined fort and its falls, is

both the scene of the stronghold that was
built to check the free-booters of the north
but which these rovers themselves finally
and

of

Wordsworth's

rustic

fiercely.
of the

Oa its side are marble figures
open

Bible,

the

Cross and

the

Here is also a statue of

rain has n't effaced it, nor the wind blown

triumphant faith and cruel death of the

region, nor majestio like the Alps. The
one is a picture, the other a magnificent

sisters Margaret and Agnes Wilson, who,

panorama; or the one is a ballad and the
other a mighty epic.

James I1., were

in 1785, during the persecuting reign of
tied

to

a stake

at

low

The rain was poming when we left Ed- water in the veighboring bay of Wigton,
inburgh, and it poured all the way to and drowned by. the rising of the tide, for
Stirling; butas we approached this old holding to a belief in eternal life through
town we saw a patch of sunlight resting Christ the Saviour. The pure whit: maron one of the gray ‘turrets of the castle,

and by the time we had reached the castle itself the clouds had passed away
aud the whole broal plain around it
was open to view. : The lovely vale of
Menteith, the scene of ‘Rob Roy's free-

booting adventures, extended away to the
East, with the river
Forth
winding
through it, hiding itself: here and re-appearing there, until you were ready to
believe that there were a dozen rivers in-

stead of one, while Allan watér branch.

ble figures of the young girls—one of
them was only eighteen years of age—-—
with the open Bible before them and the

the

Trossachs,

way Coil ntogle
outward guard,”

Ford,
where

passing

on

the

* Clan-Alpine's
Roderick Dhu

prospect in Scotland. It is quite as
gloomy in England, and no brighter in
Ireland.
The wet, cold, backward sea-son has blighted all the crops, and there

is almost pothing to gather. The grain
rots without ripening, so that even the
straw is not worth the harvesting, while
the meager yield of hay has been gathered only in the poorest’ condition. Men,
women and children roam the roads vain-

tramps that have over-run
and migrated to America.

Great Britain
But still there

is the old merriment amid the Scottish
rustics. The bagpipe is not laid aside,
and more than once we have seen groups
of young men and maidens, clad in the
picturesque plaids of the country, dancing
the Highland reel before the open door,
orsinging the familiar ballads with its
wheezy notes for an accompaniment.
Meanwhile Saturday evening has come,
and

the

fog

storms

of

banks. of New

‘“Duncraggan’s huts appear at last
And peep, like moss-grown rocks, hail seen,

been terrible down there, in the close bad

Ben

Ledi on the right of the road.

the Mountain of God, Craigmore, = the |
ed with some stirring, scené in Scottish
history or legend, while near at hand were
the Wallace
tower on Abbey Craig, over-

looking thé-scéne ofthe fumbus fight between the Scots under “William ' ‘Wallace
and the English ander
the Earl of Surrey
"defeatedan ‘army of 100,000 Englishmen

driver, in his rich Scottish brogue, repeat-

and ed manyof the legends

warlike, stirring and seretie. “It Was the

of those times,

reciting apt stanzas from Scott the while

day before this battle of Bannockburn that

to give a poetic flavor to the narrative.

the famous feat of chivalry occurred be-

Wo reached the Trossachs (or Bristles,

be

completed,
Rev.
C. E.
Cate and
Rev. J. W. Scribner, of Lake Village,
Rev, J. Rand, who is at present supplying the South Berwick church, and

other

New Hampshire clergymen were present.
Among the Massachusetts delegates are
Rev. Dr. Graham, of Somerville, Revs. E.
W. Porter and G. -S. Ricker,. of JLowell,.

Rev. J. Malvern, of Haverhill, Rev. A. J.
Eastman,

of

Facnumsville,

and Rev,

A.

P. Tracey, of Lynn ; the latter having nearly a score of Lynn people with him.
Of course Rhode Islan1 Freewill Baptists take advantage of the nearness of
the Anniversaries and are present in large
numbers.
()f the ministry, there are
Revs.

' Messrs,

Phelon,

Phillips,

Peck,

Brewster, Dexter, Lovejoy, Neally, Whittemore, Given, “Bradbury : and Veney.

The geninl face of L. W. Anthony, Esq.,
of the ‘Roger 'Williams church, we are
‘glad to say is ‘not missing in the audi-

its:

nearness

The sea is smooth.

is'merrier.

The

wap

look-

ance

of eur: inter.sts.

Would

had more business men to take

that we
an

active

part in the managing Boards of our differ

ent organizations.

¢iation, Rev. M. J. Coldren, of Michigan,
and Rev. J. M. Lowden, late
N.S.

of Halifax,

But taken all in nll, no one

seem-

ed t» receive a mors hearty welcome,
is more worthy ‘of it, than’ Rev.’ A,

’

+".

or
IIL.

Rev. Mr. Waterman announced his text
as

Psalms,

145:

18:

‘Thy

kingdom

/ Righton De Boune, the whiles

. Fell thacstern dint—the first
Sach strength upon the blow

with the rest. May it be a good omen
for all of us: after the storm and the peril,
then peaceful seas, and a joyful coming
home. Happy the life that has such an

|

:

:

issue,~G. F, M.

me an’ assurance that it is plain and

un-

varnished truth that is spoken in regard
to the needs of the colored people under
our care. ‘Such common seétise” earnestness tells powerfully in the long run. Mrs.

D. F. Smith and Miss Libbie 'Cilley, both

THE ANNIVERSARIES.

retaried missionaries from India, are in
|
town duting the meetings.
1
BH
|
This is by ‘io means a ‘complete cata[2 OLNEYVILLE, R. L., Oct. 8, 1879.
logueof the ministers present. '/ Your cor" Your correspondent . hardly
knows respondent had hoped to g#in more inforwhere to begin a letter or what to write mation from the committee of eutertain-

just after sunset, and halted for the, night
at the Trossachs hotel, a stone mansion

he passed,

pleasant things, so much

the coach to Loch Katrine, we ascended
a spur of the mountain at the back. of the

shorter
been.

/the last.
was put,

[1711 ‘Wan shivered to the ganntlet’s grasp.
|8prings from the blow, the startled horse ;

hotel. It was like climbing a richly carpoted slope. The, whole hillside was

Drops to the plain the lifeless corse;
First of that fatal fleld, how soon,

cushioned with heather and fairly purple

How sudden, fell the flerce De Boune.”

with its bloom.

: The castle itself is not a fine pile, ar-

This is the month to see

the: Scotch, hills in their characteristic
chitecturally speaking,
but it is made doubly interesting
by its history. 'It has *been' beauty. The heather is everywhere in
. the residenceof Scottish kings and heroes bloom, covering the hill-tops and the lower
slopes with its warm rich color, and

from time out of mind. Alexander 1, and
- William of the Lion heart both died with-

It was here that James

more to the

giv-

ing that deep brown hue to the remoter
portions that one sees nowhere else.

the

The

than

it otherwise

would

have

The good weather, the noted hospitalis
ty of Rhode Island Freewill Baptists, and
the easy accessto Providence have
brought together a large company to ate

in the Castle,and when he

was unable to argue him outof his de-

| sign summarily stabbed him to. death, and

hurled his lifeless body out of the window
garden ‘below’. The room’ and
the window are both shown to the visitor,

fits the’

but. when one remembers, that, this por,
2]

tion of the castle was

be 7

prospect, was suddenly removed by the
approach of one of those cold showers
that has not failed to make its appearance,

having heard that the Barl of DougSpiring against him, invited

him to a parley

actually burned

"' abotit twenty years go, and ihint it is
.ovly the restored room) dnd widdow that,
one is looking

on, the enthusiasm

cools.

custodian:

mention’

But.
'the

the

“occurrence:

but failing, in the midst of their

of ' the fire.

severe penalties during lent if the Greys

and another.—E. A. 8.

It had begun at the bottom line, and it
had been carried forward with great sme-

The Cairo mission was alse doing

cess.

preacher was choice and his illustrations

last year did not exceed $10,000. If £50,-

pertinent. As this sermon is'soon to be
published in a permanent form, we will
not give an®utline of it here. The fol-

000 could have been given for home work,
the foreign missionary society could have

lowing is its closing portion :
Christian

work

stand

pa

Friends,—How

does

your

related to the ‘everlasting

kingdom of God? Is it in harmony with
the forces at work to build up, to firmly
establish, to widely extend that kingdom ?
Are you satisfied with

a

superficial

suc-

cess, or are you trying to lay broad and
deep and solid foundations under all your
work, that the superstructure may be a
part of the things. that shall abide forever ? And what is the trend of our denominational work? Is it in any respect
simply for the success of to-day, or is it
upon a basis amd of a character that shall
endure for ages? Ought not all our plans
to be of a broad character,

commensurate.

with the grandeur and importance

‘work

we, have

undertaken,

of the

and not |

simply broad and far-reaching, but deeplaid as well; plans resting upon. principles eternal as the throne of God itself,
ba ed upon the laws of the human mind and
the laws of social progress If our plans
are thus founded and the work of carrying out these plans is pushed with the enthusiasm that ought to come to us from a
consciousness of solid

foundations

under

us, we may confidently expect the work
to prosper and rise, course by course, as
years go by, and to come at length to a
condition of beauty and ‘excellence that
shall be acknowledged as not: unworthy
of the opportunities we have enjoyed, and
such as God shall accept and crown with
his blessing. For this let us work and
pray, and that we may have wisdom to
labor wisely, let us hold ourselves ever:
in the attitude of devout and humble worshipers,

to .. catch

eager

: the

faintest

breathings of the Holy Spirit, that by it
we may be so ledas to work" always in
harmony with the divine plans ‘and laws;
and may we all by-and-by; when we have
finished the work given us to do, find ourselves already heirs to and citizens in the

everlasting kingdom of God.
At the close of-the sermon

:

‘But what had been .done
a grand work.
was only a drop in the bucket. The
whole amount contributed for the werk

counted on receiving $75,000.

some routine matters to be atiended. to,

when the benediction was pronounced by

| Rey. Charles S, Perkins, of Maine, and

It was a

mistaken policy to negleet the home mis-

sion work. ‘The strength applied to ‘introducing new plans should have beenexpended in pushing the work upon plans

The good which had heen

already tried.

accomplished with the money

spent was

The church at Dexter,

very great.

Me.,

had been saved to the denomination ‘hy
the aid of the Society. The church at St.
Johnsbury, Vt., had been saved in 2 sim-

The Society ‘gave $500, and

ilar way.

the church had paid its debts in full. The
Greenwich Street church in Peovidenee
owed $7000 a year ago. They ssked: for
$3000; it was given, and the chureh ‘had
cleared off almost the entire debt. This
announcement was received with & saur-

The students at Har-

mur of applause.

per’s Ferry showed an advancing "degree
of scholarship, Fifty-seven students Shad

graduated from the classical department.
There were 183 pupils in the schoal.

Myrtle Hall, intended for girls, was near-

The number

ly completed.

of churches

of the denomination in West Virginie eras
18. ' There had been ‘over 200 additions
to them by baptism during the year. The
report, in conclusion, recognized the

power and goodness of God, the increas
ing importance of the work, and the need

for continued support.
"Rev. 0. D. Patch then addressed the
Society. His theme was Church Extension and the address was as follows:
In the consideration of this subjert;three
questions need to be answered:
ExI. Why should we labor fortChureh
tension?
1.: Because of the relativeimportanceof
the church.

there were

inOf the three fundamental

stitutions of society, the Familyis iret,
the Churchis secont andthe State isthind.
These

‘institutions are each, inthe -on-

gin, divine, sud

‘in their. relationto

each

superior
other co-ordinate. . Neiiis
the
r fs

WEDNESDAY

take ‘the place of the church or state, the .

FORENOON.

church cannot take the placeof the family
|’ At'9 lock, a prayer and confers, ‘or state, and the state can not take the
ence meeting was held. It was led by place of the family or church. . These
Rev. I. D. Stewart, of New Hampshire, three institutions,are the foundationyieid.
was well attended, and an excellent spirit lars upon which the elaborate. egpesy” yo
ture of our’ civilization reste ~ai¥”se'whe
prevailed.
;
{ would Heitroy either of thew¥3 a dais
ous Man, an an enemyto his rave. ;
"HOME MISSIONS.
free-lover, who strikes
at the family, the
At 10 o'clock, the Home Mission Socie- atheist who strikes at the church, and the
ty assembled in annual session. In the traitor who strikes’at our flag, are criminals equally to be dreaded, equally t+ be
absence of the President, Rev. A. H. execrated.
‘1f' these things be! true, then
Morrell,of West

Virginia, occupied

the

tee for the year were read and’ endorsed

the previous meeting were read
1 proved.

' Without any looking for such things, I
couldn't help seeing some little boxes 1ying around loose in the

church.

Having

the church in Olneyville R. I.,,

Rev. A.

house of worship itself bade the visitors
welcome in’ letters of evergreen on an
arch of gold mingled with the variegated colors of autumn leaves.

once seen them, the lettering ‘was so
The first half hour was given to a prayplain on them that no one could fail to 'er'and conference meeting, ‘led by Rev.
wet, that the inhabitants should be ques- understand that ** The Foreign Mission Mr. Phillips, of Harmony.
''This was foltioning if they are to starve.
:
. Box” was on the platform right in front lowed by the
i
A mile from the Trossachs hotel ene of the pulpit, and that ** The Weekly Of- ;
ANNIVERSARY CONVENTION,
comesto Loch Katrine, the scene of ** The fering” box was very conveniently situated
to
one’s
hand
in
entering
the
which
was
called to order by Rev. E. W.
Ladyof the Lake,"—a pretty sheet of
church.
I
do
notknow
liow
many
other
Ricker,
of
New
Hampshire, its Secretary.
water,
with
Ellen’s
Isle
and
'‘
The
Silver
|.

|

" at its, easterly end, and at the "such boxes could be revealed if one

In the absence

te

dent, Rev. C. F. Penney, of

ex

little wooded
h, hardly large enough to

should look around this place.
;
But who ‘are here? Lots of people.

of the permanent

Presi-

Maine,

was

called to the chair. Prayer was offered
Maine is largely represented, ‘and, of by Rev. J. M. Brewster, The Committee
| conrsa, Iewiston stands at the head of its | of
Arrangements
report
A programme
the doughty list. Professors Hayes, Angell and Howe ‘for the series of meetings, which was

of an island, called Rob

Justice once held

and

ap-

The Treasurer presented his annual reThe Anniversaries of the Freewill Baptist Benevolent Societies were held with

the Anniversaries from abroad, while the

they say, a single day this season. It is
not strange, in the midst of such cold and

does; not | POU

James the 1V., who used to ure

of news;

tend these Anniversaries.
L. Gerrish pastor, last week, commencThe decorations in the meeting-house ing Tuesday ' evening. ' The opening
show excellent good taste. A gilt arch meeting was very largely attended, as
over the pulpit, from one edge of the
were ull’ thé meetings from the commenceplatform to the other, bears the inscrip-, ment to the close. Th e' church at
tion in evergreen letters, ‘ WE WELCOME
Olneyville had made ample preparation
YOU.”
Autumn leaves and evergreen
| for the entertainment of those attending
are enwreathed in and about the pulpit

I, resided after his return from captivity temptation to lioger here, and miss
in England, and that his son, James the Thursday’s steamer, and be a week later and the chandeliers.
IL, was born, This last was the James home, and take our fill of the charming
who,
lass

States in the West and South. The mission
at Harper's Ferry was doing a noble work.

it is evident that. there is nothing

which

can safely be substituted forthe ¢hurek.

The school can not ake the place ofthe
church, even ‘the religious schol, ‘any
more than: it can take the place «wf the
family. The Young Meng’ Christian’ Association can. not take the place of the

liking of human nature to pass largely. manifold cares, to get any satisfacto- as the action of the Society.
of the old baronial style, romantically lo- unnoticed the good things of providence, ry attention from them, he has picked up
ization
The Comniittee on Nominations was church, unless, indeed, its ©
cated. Next morning, while waiting for that there is fear that this letter will be the above miscellaneous matter from one announced by the Chair.’ 'The records of shall be so modified as that it -shall itself

©The helmet crashed like hazel-nut;
71 rhe axe-ahaft, with its brazen clasp,

in'its walls,

200

tions,”
The subject of the discourse was the permanency of Chrisy's kingdom, The theme
was well developed. The diction of the

tween the hero Bruce and the English a groups of bills and a gorge: so sbout.
He has found a good home; nent, as it is natural to suppose that they: Chair. ‘Prayer was offered by Rev. H. J.
“knight De Boune, which Scott describes | named because they are supposed to. re- enough to eat and first rate company. It would know better than any one else who White, of Maine.
Hi
"fn his ballad “ The Lord of the Isles :”
semble the bristling back of a porcupine). is so much easier to grumble about un. were present and other interesting! items
The records of the Executive! Commit__, “Ilighin his stirrups stood the king,
4%, { And gave his battle axe the swing.

State

of She Harpet's Ferry. mission. ¥,, co pion ion adjourned to the call o rank or authority to the «ethers, and the
were pitching about in the storm, but it Mosrell
And this leads’ me to say that a talk of five the Chair.
independence-of each shouldal|
Foti
b
v separate
seems to be forgotten, for they are joyful minutes with Rev. N. Ci Brackett, is to
mot
ways bé recognized. The famieam
ly

Achray,

most romantic adventures, and of sharp
conflicts between the Highland clans and
their enemies in the Lowlands; Our

in 1297, the field of Bannockburn, “where

that

air, during the days and nights that we

and then the old ‘Brigg of Turk” which
Scott has immortalized in his song. The
whole country is redolent of Scott, The
very hills and moors seem to sing his lays.
Here was, the scene of someof Rob Roy's

the valiant Brace with ‘only 40,000 Scots
in 1314, and other ‘scenes’ peacefal

Evérybody

Suddenly

Further on is the hill-girt Loch

influence

spreags about us.

Halt hidden in the cope so green.”

Three Cobblers and : the other peaks of
Perth, neacly all of which are connect-

would

Among others present are Rev. O. D.
Pateh, - the ‘Corresponding ' Secretary of
the Ohio Open Communion Baptist ' Asso-

but we. already: feel the

ing company who have b en sick below
since leaving the coast of Ireland, come
up from their prison Rouse, It must have

Lomond,

our denomination

and

day ‘morning.

Loch Ved char, with a fine view of Ben-

Bon

of

Hampton,

ences, nor in the ‘couusels for the further-

trees,

Venne, he braes of Doune, Ben Ledi, or

church

of

Foundland, and arein the region of clearer skies, and of the warmer breezes that
we fancy come oft fromthe shores of the
dear home land. We shail donbtless not
get our first glimpse of land before Mon-

ed.off towards the remoter hills and disappeared like a silver thread among the
famous niountains,

Rev. E. Owen, of

the; New Durham church, informed
me
that it is hoped that in about a month the
repairs on the parsonage of the Mother

i

We have hinted at the gloomy

cheering

were Scotland's

of Manchester,

harvest

of the Clan.”

challenged Fiiz James to mort:l combat
after he had conducted him through: the
desired mountain pass,and also the lovely

In the background

Rev. E. P. Moulton, of Alton, Rev. G. M.
Rev. L. L. Harmon,

mid ocean,

der and

oth-

Rev: C. A.
Bickford, of Farmington,
were also present.
Rev. J. S. Neal, of

upon their brows, are fitting symbols

From Stirling it was only na couple of
hours’ ride, by rail and eoach, to. Callen

and

ers, from Dover.
Rev. Silas Curtis, H.
F. Wood and Dea. Moses B. Smith, of
Concord ; Rev. J. A. Lowell, of Danville,

chief

and * The

and we have left the cold and

the great deed which they embody,

Littlefield

and

between them have such hames as ** Fitz

Angel of life ready to place the crown
of

Revs. G. C. Waterman

James,” Roderick Dhu,”

workers Melville and Henderson; and
also of James Gushrie, who suffered
martyrdom at Edinburgh in 1661, during
the cruel religious persecution of Charles
IL. We were particularly interested in a | | ly seeking work,—the old root, doubtless,
mirble
group
commemorating
the which in former days has. nourished the

_ it away. Scottish scenery is pretty. It
is not grand like our White Mountain

Star,

E. W. Ricker, Dea.

Park,

|

the devotional

in the

churches, of which 114 were without pastors, and 162 reported no additions by

exercises being conducted by the Prosi- baptism during the past year. There
dent of the Convention and Rev. B. D. was need of five ‘missionaries in Muine.
What was true of Maine was also true of
‘Peck, of Rhode Island,

well repre-

Portsmouth, Rev. Ezra Tuttle, of Strafford,

run

but the memory of that last run through
Scotland, front Edinburgh by Stirling and

the lakes to Glasgow, is still fresh—the

sented.

also

of the Lake,” while the coaches

that

was then preached by Rev. G. C. Water-

is an everlasting kingdom, and thy doBoth the Editor and Publisher minjon endureth throughout all genera-

New Hampshire was
of the

John Knox the reformer,

of his co-

Peckham and Rev. O, Pitts are also Maine |
ministers.

road to Stronachlacher, where one takes
the coach from Loch Katrine to Lomond.
The nomenclature of the country keeps
those old days alive and ever present.
For instance, the little steamers that ply
on the lakes are named the ‘‘ Rob Roy,”
“The Lord of the Isles,” and * The Lady

in between ths gales and the squalls,—

and

Jr., of North Berwick, who, somehow
or other, manages to have a bright word
Rev. C. B.
for all sorts of occasions.

had

The denomination

billowy

stat- | captured,

I. pray. al. lvikaris, on. this. lvging,
Vith. gentil. e. to, gif. thair, ivging,
(I pray all lookers on this Jodging
With gentle eye to give their judging).

.

-

pile,

pursued,

uary and quaint inscriptions, will catch poem of ** The Highland Girl.” Helen
the eye. Here is a specimen of the latter ; Mac Gregor's home is pointed out on the

springs,

And treat our loves, joys, hopes as flowery
things,
That for awhile may climb the boughs, and
twine
Among the prickly leaves of discipline.
Yet wouldst thou rise in Christ's sell-mastering

Mars Work, a curious,

weather-worn

closely

TOM

4

port. - The balance on hand at the ‘beginning of the year was $259.66. There had
been received from various sources$5,994.49. The expenditures had been $4,964.-

42.

The

$1289.73.

balance

in

the

treasury

was

The permanent fund amounts

to $4745; the

centennial

fand

to $150,

making a total of invested funds of $4895.
The assets of the Society were $1524.
The liabilities were $620.21. The report
was received. and adopted.
The Committee on Nominations reported the following list of officers, who were
elected :
President—L. W. Anthony.
Vice Presidents—J. W. Winsor, A. H.
Morrell, J. S. Manning, C. A. Hilton, J.

S. Burgess.
Recording Secretary—G, F.

- Corresponding

(Aid .societies, such as Masonic Lodges,
Odd Fellowship orders, sc. New:
it can

not be impertinent for usto inquire whether
we, as a people, have not underestimated
the relative value of the church. It mmst
be admitted,
that, for the last twenty yesos,
our Educational interests have stood at the
front.
‘A large percentage of sthe very
best brain of the denominationihas been
used in founding and supperting schools.
And a large measure.of the pocket-pawet
of the denomination has been consecrated
to the same’ purpose; .andit must also be
admitted that many of . our very hestministers have been drawn away ifrem the
churches to labor in ;the-sehools. Now I
have no fault to find with our Educational
Institutions. I claimitorbe their stanch
and abiding friend. We may, indeed,
have a few more schools than we:are likely to support decently. Yet, it iis: fact
susceptible of demonstration,

Mosher.

Secretary—A.

become a church.” ' Bible Societies, Home
and Foreign. Mission Societies, though of
incalculable benefit, can not take the place
of the chareh, and the same remwirk applies with still greater force to Mutual -

L. Ger-

rish.

What I regret, is not that we “have ibail¢
schools, but rather that, while we ‘have

Treasurer—Silas Curtis.
Financial Secretary—E, N. Fernald.

done so much in building schools,we have
not done still morein building churches.

Auditor—Moses B. Smith,

Then

might

Executive Committee—S. Curtis, B. F. supported.

Hayes, A. I.. Gerrish, G. R. Holt,

A.

A.

Smith, G. F. Mosher, E. W. Porter, L.
W. Anthony, L. W. Page, O. D. Patch,

C.F. Penney.

!

I fear, that

we are not, as a people, too highly .educated vither in'the ministry orinthe laity.

our schools be handsomely

There has been adi
tion of effort. Qur Educational work has
been crowded, while our churchwork has

dragged.
And the same is tee,
(Continued

on ‘fourth.page.)
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Practical Lessons.

Rabbath-School Lesson.--Oct. 26.
QUESTIONS AND NOTES
(For

Questions

Lesson

FAITH AND

EL EPET

.

Papers.)

WORKS.

Bb

THE SURETY.
One Sunday afternoon, a b'g boy stood
at the door of a Sunday-school. He ‘was
so bad that he had been turned out of

DAILY READINGS.
Deeds of the law. Rom. 3: 1-20.
Abraham sacrificing Isaac. Gen.22: 1-19,
. Rahab’s faith. Josh.2: 1-22.
Pharisaical works, Matt, 22: 3—28.

school the Sunday before,
"he might be received again.

Faith and works.

The super-

intendent said, ‘We should be glad to do
"him good, but we are afraid he will ruin

GOLDEN TEXT: For asthe body without the
spirit is dead, so Jaith without works is
ead also, James 2: 26.
James

ample.”
he is a

bad boy at

school,

sir,” said the parents, **but he is ten times

“The book.” It was written by James,
the son of Alpheus (the same as Cleopas). - He is also known as James ‘‘the
Less,” ‘the Just,” ‘the brother of our
Lord.” He was put to death at Jerusalem prior to its overthrow. The epistle
converted

Jews;

it cor-

rects a tendency to abuse the doctrine of
: faith, reproves the deference paid to the
rich, and exhorts to many practical duties.
“Can faith save him?” Faith which
does not include righteousness is spuri-

ous faith. Paul, in emphasizing faith, emphasized it as the

all the other children. It is very bad for
a school when a big boy sets a wicked ex“We know

2: 14-28.

Notes and Hints.

to

His father and

mother had brought lim, and begged that

Good'works.
1 John 3: 10-18.
Oar Saviour’s works.
Mart. 15: 21-39.

is addressed

BY

ITI. By works that express faith, we may
become friends of God. ,
IV. The friend of thumanity is the friend
of God.

quality of heart that

God required for justification but out of
that state of heart righteous works flow,as
a natural consequence. If, then, they do
not appear, the faith is spurious.

“If a brother or sister,”

Notice how

the early Christians regarded all of like
precious faith.
“And one of you.” One of the brotherhood of the household of faith. Here the
duty taught by Christ in Matt. 25: 34—46,
is indirectly taught.
“Ye give them not those things that are
needful.” This particular case would not
now be likely to occur, but it is paralleled
whenever we pray for missions and schools,
and yet refuse to give the money that they
need for their very life.

worse at home ; he will be lost if you do
not take him back.”
‘We could take him back if we could
secure his good bebavior. I will see,”
thought the superintendent.
So he stepped back into the school and
rang the bell for silence. All listened
while he said:
, *‘That boy wants to come into the school
again ; but we can not take him back without making sure of his good behavior.
Will any one be surety for him ? »

A pause followed. The elder boys shook
their heads. They said, ‘They knew him
too well.” The others did not care for
him. But one little boy pitied the big
bad boy, and was very sorry that no one
would be surety. The little boy went by
the name of ‘‘Ragged Tom.” It was not

his fault that he was ragged,
for his mother was very

poor,

The

superintendent

soon heard bis little voice, saying, *If you
please, I will, sir.”
’

“You, Tom! a little boy like you. Do
you know what it means to be surety,
Tom ?”
:
“Yes, sir, if you please; it means that
when he is a bad hoy again, I am to be

punished for it.”
“And are you willing tobe
for that big boy 2”
IN

punished

“Yes, sir, if ‘he’s bad again.”

“Then come in,” said the superintendent, looking to the door; and the big boy,

«Is dead being alone.” Ts dead ‘‘in it~ with a-downeast-face,-walked across the]
self,”is the more literal translation. The floor. ' He wasthinking, as he walked, “I
faith that is dead is that which merely
believes the creeds of orthodoxy. Itis
not union with

Christ.

In

know I'm a bad

view of what

James here says let us ask, ‘Does my faith
lead me to do good works to my fellow
menP”.

“Thou hast faith and I have works.”
There are certain elementary principles
which the existence of religion involves.

They can no more

be separated from it

than conscience and will from the soul.
Faith and works are the very elements of
piety, and piety is annihilated if they are
taken out of it.

boy, but I'm not

so bad

as that; I'll never let’ that little fellow be
punished for me,—never!” I think that
God had put that thought into the big boy's
mind. He was graciously helping God's
work as the surety.
As the children were leaving school, the
superintendent saw this big boy and little
Tom walking and talking together. He
said to himself, *I'm afraid that. boy will
do Tom harm. I must go back and look
after them.”

When

Faith alone, works alone,

he reached the cottage where

Tom lived, he said to the mother: ‘Where
is your'son, Tom!”
“Ol! he has just gone up stairs; with a
great boy that he brought in with him. I

do not make the Christian.
“Show me thy faith without thy works.
“If you can,” is meant. In the absence
of outward benevolence, prove your faith,

don’t know what they are doing!”

if possible.
“By my works.” This is the way that
I will prove that I have Christian faith.
“By their fruits ye shdll know them.”

“May I goup?”
: “Oh, yes; sir.”
The

superintendent

gently up the

stairs,

went slowly

and as he

and

reached

‘Every branch in me that beareth not’ the top he ‘could see through the door that
fruit, be taketh away.” If the fruits of Tom and the big boy were kneeling to"faith appear in: kindness; mercy, self-de- gether. He soon heard Tom's voice, saynial, deeds of benevolence and prayer, ‘ing, “O Lord, make this boy, that has
the faith itself can not be questioned.
been the worst boy inthe school, O Lord,
“Thou believest that there is one God.” ‘make him the best boy.”
“This was the substance of the faith that
The superintendent - knelt down by
was ‘without works. 'He believed that
Tom's side, aad they all prayed together,
God was one God. Tt'was a good “article | God heard them, and made the big, bad
in the creed, He did “well,” so far.
boy to become one of the best scholars in

“The, devils also believe,” How much

braced, the case here cited

shows.

In-

tremble.” For fear that God will punish
them. The demons here spoken of are
fallen angels,
(4 4
“Abraham
our father.” So called by
the Jews. They prided themselves on

Paul

shows that those who believe in Christ are
the true children of Abraham.

“Whenhe had offered.”

‘When: he of-

fered,” is the literal rendering.

;

‘Faith

made perfect.” His faith] by ‘the help of
works, becameas fair and strong as any
ever shown by men. So may ours pat on
perfection. .
“The Scripture

sts]
fulfilled?” See

15: 6. Paul quotes this verse twice.
4:3;
works

Gal. 3:6.
as

on
Gen.

Rom.

He usesit to disprove

a ground

of

righteousness.

James uses it to show that faith must be
supplemented by works.

_.

3g

**Friepdof God.” Titleof honor, great-

...er than that of emperor, queen or. president, We can all have this honor: H we

believe God, and so do: his will, oir faith’

body “of

~{ ment ?

Christians,

found

described

them,

they are susceptible

of

\many

‘Punish-

heaven

what

of future

sentence will comprehend it.

having: the breath of life: breathed into The moral result ‘of sin.

sea, Mass,, was organized :in 1693,
the one in Groton, Conn., in 1705.

and

Near the close of the seventeenth centu-

ry, the churches of this order united in a
Yearly Meeting.

As early as 1729,

this:

body consisted of twelve churches and
about eighteen ordained elders. At that
time there were in. America only four
Baptist churches holding Calvinistic doctrines.
These were located .in Boston

THE PHILOSOPHY OF FUTURE PUNISHMENT.
BY REV. DANIEL JACKSON,

Future punishment,in its nature,is not

corporeal, physical, nor literal. Although
physical epithets, such as fire and

One short
It is this:

. During the ‘present. century, and especially during the last fifty years; there has
manifestly been with this: people a gradu-

al decline. The churches.in Smithfield,
Foster,

and Barrillville, which

were jper-

haps never strong, failed to meet the
spiritual wants of the communities in

Whenever a Sunday-school teacher has

They gained no foothold in the cities and

as John

Colby, Joseph White and Reuben Allen.
They, failed, to extend their borders.

occasion to be absent from his class for a large villages. Though the Roger Wilweek or more, his first duty is to. provide liams church was organized as one of

stone, are used to express it, yet, these
terms no doubt were employed in a ‘met-

attribute their deliverance to their own
sufferings, saying they have paid the debt

when "he said, ** Thy commandment is
exceeding broad :" and the ¢
touch-

after suffering out his five years

in

pris-

on? ‘What kind of music would this
make in heaven? Would it be harmonious?

this denomination in 1829, it was

dency will there ‘be to reformation and
faith in the Lord Jesus Christ ? ' Their
the punishment, instead of being physi- punishment is adapted to their sinful natcal and corporeal, must be mental and com- ure, and must inevitably rémain 86, until another dispensation is inaugurated,
punctious.
Neither is it the result of malice and of which we have no account ih'the Word
Ora!
H
vengeance in the heart of God towards in- of God.
Varysburg, NU Y.
corrigible sinners. In all their sins and
mental anguish of blasphemers and ene-

mies of God, in a

future state.

Hence

wicked rebellions, he has treated them
with the perfection of kindness and filial

|

ES

»

1642

A Stiday-séhool scrap-book is ‘a real

As a candle wasteth itselfto. give light

exclud-

Their ministers, for whom

they

seem to have a sortof veneration, are

ofsin, which gives character to

the sin-

largely old men and are iaadequately ner. IFit be true that men will be judgsupported... Some of their houses of wor-

| members do not exceed fifteen hundred,
and many of these are non-resident.
BNEe
*Manvo

others.

Principle Baptists,
pubgished in
1827.

from a
ought to spend bis life for the benefit of | “learned
1

ted

in

this

article

have

heen

of the General or Six
by Richard
Knight, end

~Dr. Cordley in Ill. Christian Weekly.

"ANSWER
TO PRAYER. .

A friend asks us: Was Peter really”
released in answer to prayer?” and says
our

opinion , will

greatly influence

her

mindas to the whole matter of personal

belief in the efficacy of prayer, We an-

| swer mogt heartily that we certainly be-

lieve that the apostles release was in di-

rect answer to prayer, and for the following reasons:

I

The history of the Bible, especially of
the New Testament, we take as literally

ture, there are possibilities of inaccuracy,
of diserepancy, and such imperfections as

fortune, in the lapse’ of thousands of
years, is liable to bringto, the most sacredly cherished of , letters ; butithe New
Testamentis ‘a book that is measured by

the canonof
examitied by
criticism, and
and genuine.

modern history. It has been
the microscope of scholarly
is admittedto be authentic
Thereis no way of getting

aroundor under its

it flatly states something

; and

when

as a fact, the

of the divine thought, ‘we feel more and.

reader must take it as a fact, or else ig-

ed with the richness

credence, We Balieya if i says the pis,

of the’ truth itself,

The truth is s0 many-sided ‘and $0 va- on doors opened, the
prison, doors dic
Te is this belief at all surprising
I'tious, ‘that forms of ‘wofall
rds
shott of ood.
representing it. ' Our phrases seem weak, in ‘one’ whose fundamental convietion is,
that spirit is able to do just ast pleases
| compared with the truth théy aré ‘to ears with niatter, It seems rio. more strange

ry.

ed accordingto the deeds done in the bo- |

unto others, even so a good Christian
|

THE BREADTH OF THE TRUTH.
As we come nearer toa comprehension

ed a few years later for using instrument-

es,

ed another when he said, ** The breadth
and length
and depth and hight of the
love of Christ which passeth knowledge.”

more how inadequate human language is nore it altogether. = We have never
difficulty, ‘as’ a student, in acto compass it. ' All our attemptsto’ state found ‘any
the ‘writings ‘of ‘the Evangelists
the truth seem méager-and bare, compar- cepting
as resting on a sound basis of imperative

Such an act of they missionary or benevolent enterpris-

‘3

> O-00.
>

tenderness. But his moral government
must be honoredin the execution of its

that it is al jousic, They have founded no schools
necessary, frequently heing the ‘headless’ | and. have, created no literature, Nor have
omissionis discoarteons and discredita-’
ble every way.— Sunday Magazine.

but

were undoubtedly employed by the Holy from all virtuotis surroundings, and ‘whol- correct. (As you get back in the literaSpirit, in the apocalypse, to represent the ly under the'influence of evil, what ten- tare of the Scriptures, as in’ every litera-

intendent—his first intimation

class without
its teacher.

simple

to conceal the grandeur of the divine; not
to allow the shadow of the earthly to obscure the glory of the heavenly. The
psalmist touched one phase of this ‘truth

of The question now comes up, how ‘long

for such earnest gospel laborers

teacher never leaves this task tothe super-

and hell, in a few

positive expressions. A story.is told of
Mr. Finney's family, which probably is
not true, but which illustrates the point,
A stranger called atMy, [Finpey% hofise,

sing? Will they ascribe praise to God
and the Lamb for redemption from sin
and its deserved punishment, or will they
themselves, and are now entitled to heaven, as the criminal is entitled to freedom,

brim-

aphorical sense to represent the mental
remorse
of the finally impenitent. I am
and Swansea, Mass., and in Newport and.

the school goes in, and ceuses for the next
seven days the moment
the school is dismissed..—Pacific Churchman.

The courteous, thoughtfol

like to meet a man who can

them anew. Apprehensive of where the
This result is as natural and inevitable and his little girl went to the door, SapThere is, however, a small Association of road in which they are traveling must as the feeling of pain in the frosted hand
posing he had come on the usual errand,
churches of the same order in the State lead, = they ' are ‘anxious to improve “when coming in' contact with the fire. she said : ** Fatheris not'st home, but I
of Pennsylvania. They are Armenians in their condition. I have twice attended Sin is thé biting frost which affects the can talk to you just as well; I know all
theology, but their great foundation prin- ‘their Annual Meeting. The first time whole soul; and unless it be removed about the plan of salvation.” This knowciples are those laid down in Heb. 6: 1, was during my pastorate at North Seitu- by the, washing of regeneration, it will ing all’ about: the plan of Salvation;
be2: * Therefore leaving the principles of ate, five years ago. It was my purpose uriconditionally produce pain, misery and longs to the simplicityof childhood, and
the doctrine of Christ, let us go on unto to bea silent and unobserved spectator.
compunetion.
on
i
to anotber kind of simplicity. towards
perfection ; not laying again the founda- But no sooner had 1 entered the house
When the impenitent sinner leaves this which we are less charitably disposed.
tion of repentance fron dead works, and than I was ushered to the pulpit and world, he carries with ‘him his moral
It is exceedingly convenient to have
of faith toward God, of the doctrine of told that I must preach at the afternoon character with all its consequences,
as ‘ the whole body of divinity” clearly
baptisms, and laying on of hands, and of service ‘which was soon to commence.
positively as the cancéered man carries marked off in a few simple propositions,
resurrection of the dead, and of eternal The aged and venerable minister who
with him his painful disease, on leaving to which all troublesome questioncan
s be
judgment.” What is perhaps especially presided handed me the pulpit Bible, say- his ‘own country for a foreign clime. referred. It saves
somuch confusion, so
peculiar with them i» that, citing the au- ing, at the same time, that it would aid Crossing the ocean does not remove the much time, and so much thinking. It
thority of this passage, they hold the rite me in my preparation. The sermon was cancer. Neither can death’ remote the
is always at hand fof the judgment of
of laying on of hands in connection with accordingly preached without notes of pain and guilt from the soul. Transition of
heretics, and the confounding of unbeand of equal authority with baptism and any kind, and some six or eight ministers existence can not change the character
lievers, Itislike the advertisements of
all ‘the other principles of Christ's doc- followed by way of improvement. The or the moral condition of our being. In
condensed food, whereby a man can cartrine. They are also in theory clcse ‘com- other day one of my good deacons, who another world, the sinner finds himself
ry the substance of a barrel of bgef in his
received Lis early religious training as mich opposed to God's holiness, and
munionists.
i
:
vest pocket,
Though the glory of former days has among them, and had been appointed a as destitute of his love, as when here;
(hose
Bat all have not this faculty. To
manifestly departed, the Six Principle, corresponding delegate to them’ by our There is a moral dissimilarity between
conof
teaspoonfu
a
not,
it
have
who
l
or, as they are sometimes called, the Old Free Baptist Association, asked me to ac- himself and God, which no local ¢ircumfrom
thing
different
very
a
is
beef
densed
or General Baptists, have a peculiarly in- company him. The meeting was at a stances can erase. If he could be transa porterhouse steak. They will not reteresting history. It is my pnrpose in place known as Maple Root in Coventry.
ferred from the regions of woe to the ject approved formularies.. They. accept
this article to state some of its leading As we approached the meeting-house abaules of the holy and the just, in heavfacts*. In doing this I shall confine my- which was one of the older type, it seem- en , it could not change his moral nature, them as pointing to certain’ great truths,
self ‘to their history in our own country, ed that hundreds, if not thousands, of and heaven itself, with all its glorified but not as adequately expressing them.
and shall not attempt to trace their con- people were in attendance. The specta- millions, instead of being in sympathy The stream of truth is broader and deepnection, actual .or supposed, with the cle was something like that ‘of ‘the old with his sinful soul, would be to him a er than the channels men have dag for it.
Jordan
overflows its banks,.
These
General Baptists of England.
muster of my boyhood days. T entered hell, Time was, when Christ in the gos- channels may _ help to define
direcThey claim Roger Williams as their the house where the forenoon service pel urged him to repent and accept of tion of the current, but they can not confounder in America. It seems that the was just commenving. - Ove of their min- free pardon and salvation, but he would fine its waters, These human statements
‘First Baptist church in Providence, which
isters was leading the large congrega- not submit to the kind overtures of Heuv- are landmarks, good to indicate boundaries, Lut not of much service in the dewas organized in 1636, the date of the tion in prayer.
His intonations served to en, and the olive branch, unaccepted and scription of the landscape. Yet, a great
settlement of the city, strictly observed
remind me of that of some of otir own rejected, has forever returned to its Au- many seem to feel that if'a man only have
the practice of laying on of hands until ministers of bygone duys. At the earli- thor, and the sinner himself is lost, lost.
four corner-stones laid away in the gar1770, when, under the leadership of Dr. est convenient moment I was ushered
Is be now, while lost, in a state of pro- ret, it is all the same as owning a quarter
The corner-stones are
‘Mauning, the first President’ of Brown forward to the pulpit, and introduced to bation, looking forward to emancipation section of land.
University, it so far receded from the prac- all the ministers present individually, and happiness ?* What kihd of a proba- important if we are anxious to draw the
between ourselves and our neightice as to admit to the communion those and to the audience in the mass. With- tion is it? Is it a gospel probation, or a line
bors, but they give but slight intimation
who had not had hands laid upoa them. out consultation, the moderator announclegal probation ? Is the gospel preached: of the value and beauty of the field. They
This action caused a schism in the church, ed that I would preach at 1:30 o'clock, Pp.
help to define it, but the field ‘is
to hil, and the means of grace extended may
broader and richer than they.
and eighty-seven members,
including M. The people seemed hungry for the
to him, in his lost condition?
1s Christ
Besides this, the truth grows in our
Elder Samuel Windsor, - withdrew, and word of life. Others of our ministers
there, saying, ** Come unto me all ye that hearts broader and broader, and richer
organized a church in Johnston, which is have had a similar experience.
The conceptions of years
are weary and heavy-laden,
and I will and richer.
now one of the churches in our Rhode IslOn my first visit, I found that they used give you rest”? But where is the author- ago are too small for our present thought.
ur thought has outgrown our : former
and Association, located at Centerdale.
our Psalmody in the service of song. On ity for all this?
Who has been sent conceptions, as children outgrow their
The First Church in Providence did not this occasion the Gospel Hymns was used.
from the heavenly world, to Jost souls, clothes.
entirely renounce the laying on of hands It wouldbe a blessed thing could the
with such a revelation? . When and This is a very dfferent thing from
“upon private members until the pastorate light of our Star shine among this peowhere has God published such a gospel changing our faith. A great many: fancy
of Dr. Stephen Gano which commenced ple. Could some of our educated young
they are
growing when they are only
as this? Is it contained in his Word? drifting,
They go from one set of opinin 1792. The second Baptist church in men, full of zeal for the Master, settle
If so, whois sent to carry the Bible into ions to another, and fancy they are adNewport, organized in 1656, of which Dr. among them, they would find fields ripe
hell ? Well,if it is not a probation of grace vancing all the while. They allow themC. H. Malcom was for many years, and for the spiritual harvest. Could this peoand-mercy, it must, of course, be a legal selves to be driven by every wind of docrecently, pastor, was originally Six Prin- ple become interested in our benevolent
probation. What does that mean?
It trine, and fancy they are making headciple, and I believe still ‘adheres to the work, a glorious reflex influence would
way towards the
desired haven,
But
means that when sinners have suffered they are making no headway whatever,
practie of imposition of hands, though it be exerted upon them. Asa body, they
enough in another world to satisfy the except it be toward peril and disaster.
has been connected, for a long time, with are reliable Christian men and women.
Before a man can
w, he must be
claims
of the divine law, they will be rethe Warren Baptist Association.
Though they take a sort of pride in their stored to heaven.
What!
Hel! pre- well rooted in some soil, and have taken
Churches of this same order were or- history, they could, I think, be induced
on some definite form of growth.
Then
Christ is the ‘there can be enlargement and enrichganized in Rhode Island as follows: — to abandon their close communion prac- pare sinners for heaven ?
North Kingstown in 1665, South Kings- tices which many of them are disposed to only Saviour; but lost souls have reject- ment. The roots will strike deeper intown in 1680, Tiverton (now connected renounce, © With this exception, they are ed him, and would not accept his mer- to the soil, and the branches will spread
more widely into the air.
There will be
with the R. I.' Free Baptist Association) essentially in agreement with us. Certain- cy, and now will they satisfy the law the same type
of growth, and the same
themselves,
without
a
mediator?
Suppose
in 1684, Smithfield in 1706, Scituate in ly, we could not object to their continuing
quality of fruit, but the old limits will bethey can get to heaven that way, and come too strait, and the old forms too
1725, Warwich in 1725, Richmond in the practice of the impositionof hands.
meet the millions there, who are saved contracted.
1725, and in East Greenwich, Gloucester or Privately, their ministers are disposed to
We are learning to Recah the great
by the washing of regeneration and reBurrillville, Cranston, Coventry, Foster talk of union, and, as I view it, it is neithe great
newing of the Holy Ghost; can they all facts of revelation as we
and other ‘places ut a later period. ther impossible, impracticable nor unlikefacts of nature. We are learning also to
sing the song of redemption alike ? The distinguish between the divinely revealed
Churches of this order also extended into ly. ‘Time, however, will be required to
redeemed will sing, * Salvation to our facts and the man-made theories’ which
Massachusetts, Connecticut, New . York consummate it.
God which sitteth upon the throne, and seek to explain them. We are learning:
and other States. The church in SwanBSh PEP
Sn on i GPcu
unto the Lamb.” How will the others not to allow the inadequacy of the human

ness to that very circumscribed interest ‘which they were located. So the north
whichonly begins, if it begins at all,when and western portion of the State was ripe

a substitute.

pe

tell ‘them all about God and eternity,

explained,

largely within the State of Rhode Island.

* will be be imputed, or reckoned, unto’us as help toa teacher. In'it maybe preserved ship;are, modeled after the ancient pat- dy, then it must also betrue that the pen. rig]
righteousness.
to advantage not only illustrations of the tern. . Sunday-schools have been but re- alty will be proportionate to the. amount
TL
hagrutaly
1... “Not by faith only.” .The word “only” lessons, but ‘addresses of ‘Scholars, facts cently introduced. They now: have in of crime of which each will be found
is here important, emphatic. **Ruhab the about them, practical reflections gained | New England, including a church in Mas- guilty.
:
:
aT
This principle ‘of interpretation will
from experience, marginal dates of class sachusetts and one in Connecticut, not
facts, and many other matters of interest, more than a ‘dozen churches located in furnish an answer to all those who taunt| which will make it ‘a treasury
of useful ‘sparsely’ settled communities, mostly in ingly ask if the moraltst and the murknowledge” to the teacher as the years South Scituate, Coventry, Warwick, derer willbe cast into the same hell.
‘Richmond and ‘East Greenwich. ‘Their
The Apostle taught the doctrine of suc~ | go by,—Christian_at
Work. :
Loto

worthless.

character

Can it be defined and

Though this people are such as T have so that all can understand it?

M. BREWSTER,

good or

he raised up friends for “Ragged

which superintendent
and teachers are not
more or less enthusiastic onthe subject,
“Justified by “works.” Justified means
so that they. «can not dismiss it on Sunday
to be treated by God as just. The works
or any other day. It is quite as safe to
for which Abraham was accepted of God say that, of the thousands of dull or uninproceeded from his faith, and were the teresting . schools, there are very. few
outward expression of ‘it. Gen. 23: 16—
which way not largely attribute their dull18. But hud he not obeyed God, his faith

would have been worthless.

‘a small

jen- [lis the true

tial of any in the State of Rhode Island.

This is the name by which is designated

that he hath done; whether i be

Westerly, R. [., the last being a Seventh- aware that opposers of ‘the doctrine
day Baptist church. The Yearly Meet- future retribution have charged the clergy will lost souls remain ina state of pune
Tom,” who put him to school, and after ing of Six Principle Baptists, organized and Christian church with propagating ishment ?
Is there anything in’ ‘themselves or
that sent him to eollege, so that he was thus early, has continued with changes of the theory of a literal hell, burning with
ableto go as a missionary to the heathen, name, a suspension of its meetings during fire and brimstone, in which the wicked their whereabouts that will ‘ever have a
tendency to chamge their condition ?
—Words of Faith... ..
the war of the Revolution, and with vary- would be seething und frying and burn0-0-0
Millions of sinners in this life refuse to
ing
forever.
Persons
in
some
ages
of
ing successes until the present. time.
repent
and reform, although surrounded
SUNDAY-SCHOOL NOTES. |
The meeting of the present year was des- the church have believed and propagated
with
pious
such
views,
but
they
have
been
few
and
men and religious influence.
.1 Itvis safeto. say that thereis not a sue- ignated as the two hundred and ninth anIn
another
state, when entirely removed
far
between,
These
figures
of
speech
cessful Sunday-school
in the, country in niversary.
And

stead
of **devils,” read *‘demons.” - “And

having such a righteons founder.

REV. J.

peo
va

of bad. The question now returns,

opportun!

becoming the Strongest and most

sc

moral excellence that: faith. alone, em+

Such is in brief the history of a denomi-

© | nation which onee had the

THE SIX PRINCIPLE BAPTISTS.

eous acts is valueless.

BY PROF. J. A. HOWE.

see

Gommunintions,

;

'1. The tendency to! relyon faith without doing works, i8 strong now.
II. Faith that doesnot appear in right-

~

Pr—

|

330

| that God

should open

a d

n. door,

| than that the Roorer of ha dun eon
should open it,—not a
particle. Therefore, this miriicle does not seem nearly so

“ Who fathoms the eternal thought?

"Who talks of scheme and plan?
The Lord{8 God, he needeth not
wondertl to ‘us, ‘as that whieh:
:is:
called
The poor device of man”
|
regeneration ; for. this
is: (only evidence
. We often envy the man who can com- that spirit; can control matter, whereas
otheris divinest proof that God conprehend all his faith in a brief formula. the
trols Spirit. In every conversion a’ pris-

There is something refreshing in meeting on door, more difficult’ to'unbar ‘and set
a man who can write out his articles of | brmoving on itspees,
{han oy, eg
hin

faith in the palm of his hand, ‘and read
them offto you in clear ‘and distinct

phrase, during the ten minutes you

oor, isiopened wide by the invisible bu
[nfinite.
pressure 2 te divive
hand.
The miriclas of th Id and
New Testa-

ate’ ment alike ‘have ‘never Stigered us at

cessive degrees of sin, and proportionate waiting at the depot. There
is a certain
degrees of punishment.
He says, we power in’ being able thus to sit
down
must all appear before the judgment
seat | by the roadside
rand tell]
of Christ, that every one may receive the him your entire
confussion of faith in half
things done in his body, according to a dozen well-worded sentences.
A great

all; for we have regarded that what

was

done through men, was no more extraor| dinary with. God, than the doing of the
comnonest thing is extraordinary to us.

** With God all
Golden Rule.
#

things are possible."—
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EVERLASTING

MEMORIAL.

‘

anid away like the dew of the morning,

frhat soars from the earth to its home An'the
BEE

PUR

L171

So Jet:me steal away,

gently

bin f by at

§
only chien

2

Loy

and lovingly,

T bos ey.

My name, and. my place, and. my, tomball forThe

Ee
brief

race of time well and patiently run,

"So let. me pass adi

Only remembe, re

peacefully,

by what

why

silently,

have done,

Gladly away from this toil would I hasten,

Up 10 the crown that for me has been won;
Unthought of by man in rewards or in praises,
Only remembered by what 1 have done.
Up

and away like the odors of sunset,
?
that sweeten, the twilight as evening comes
on
Wi
{
So bey life— thing fe A Lat not noticed——
And I'but remembered
by what I bave «one.

Yes, like the fragrance that wanders in freshness
‘When the flowers that it came from are ¢losed
up and gone,
/
i

So would I be to this world’s weary dwellers
Only remembered by what I have done.

ED OHUROH

there was | _
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¢

since, and the rum-power

WHS

|

was, ‘Itis
BO

strong

‘we could‘do nothing.’

|" DRUNKENNESS IN THE STREETS
was ‘a common sight. Not ‘many days
after mv arrival, I saw on the principal
street of the Yillage a collection of boys

DISEASED

venders

o

:

he brought him to a

BERS,

patent medicines:
are’ multi- |

P7

TE

SUE

80 dangerous, and none that prove so unmanageable and fatal, as the epidemic

among ‘church members.
dangerous;
and should ' the

Delays are
disease be-

within me. The boys left at my reproof, satisfactory manner of treatment; though
'|'and I tried to help the poor fellow to ‘his ‘additional remedies might: be applied.
He was a good specimen of

physi- |

trade, a good workman, and had

pledge. He kept it,
respected citizen.

os

uils 1A

i

satin

Losing
a relish for John, v.89; the
pulse waning to Col. iv.2; a eraving for
John ii. 16, causing dullness and
citizen, but had fal- 1
cursed traffic. We ‘sleepiness during the sermon;a fear of
his name
to the damp, hot and cold weather ; a nausea at,
and lived and died a Acts xii. 12; an indifference for Heb. x.

ed he was a Scotchman, a brick-layer
useful and respected
lena victim to’ the
afterwards : obtained,

learn.
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by

been a

15; loss of memory of Ex. xx, 8; Sab+ From that time T determined to’ try’ bath sickness; a. coldness toward John
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We made the following

eure as

no, matter how hungry he is, he will ney,
er touchit, he will go hungry. all day,

p

or

MUDGE,

oa ons
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COLLEGE. Flemington,

COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE.—WiL.
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‘XR7ILTON
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:

ainiA

L,. | olor so ricmampprancast

Lh or

unless be, is, told that he may have it.
And so they call him a Presbyterian, because.
he is honest and reliable. And
that's the kind of people we are. training
up among the freedmen."—N, Y. Observer.
4 Join,
We
:

\

or
Taylor Co., West Virgin. “This Institution -

Wo

: | + ‘All neuralgio
pains of the

leave mea or, Anyshin in ‘his, way, and

©» 3 Se

pe

“wn

ud

bly a Saratoga, , One of them, Rev. Mr. |
Hopki

sidewalk, making themselves cowe seated, the result is generally |
eople who were
merry over something, and drawing near death. The ‘first symptoms : should be
I saw a poor drunkard so far gone he ‘attacked, and the pavient: put under a the church, aid
could mot defend , himself. The boys thorough courseof treatment, ‘as the appreciated thy
disease very soon takes on the chronie |
were Sbusing him for sport.
« The sight stirred the feeling and form. The, following are some of ‘its
sentiment, of our . common brotherhood more ‘general ‘symptoms, ‘and: the most

cal manhood, in middle life, and L

RDU

Christ ;

Chiat

bs

Yo

Sid
to

to take hini
said he wanted

MEMBE]
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| er thah the doctors. But there are none:

near the

feet.
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quack dastors and | good das wark Moody
Notwithstanding
se, Wo made an eff ot ong | plied,
diseases of all kinds multiply fast.

|mothing done, and the repl
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1819.

In placing the Mornang Star before the

public’ for another year we do so with a
firm ¢onviction of its increased usefulness
as a family visitor and religious instruc

Throat,
Salant tered
in’ the early stages of the diseases i

ae
it

on a

Pir aay

noe
of first symptc
diseases.

tor,

notes and paingraphs on the living ques: yi

tons of the day, and particularly a des

Cath ETRE

_ partment of Denominational News that
only
isthe
what might be done against the ram Ixiii. 84; an occasional breaking out near | Come, let us not: despair; the fountain ‘Catap rh
The Extract
Ipreach: 2 Pet. ii.:104 pulse risingto 2 Thes., iii, is as full and as free! ns: wveri—precions:
‘makes the Star indispensablein every
(As its summniér nnd autumn movesilently on) power if I had to work alone.
with blood and|:
About 11; feverish with 1 Tim. v. 13; circula- fountuin ever flowing
The bloom, and the fruit, and the seed of its ed, lectured and talked againstit.
‘the
:
¢
Freewill
Baptist family. =
©
'
n
essential service in these cases.
that time the drunkards refirm move- tion activeat Prov. vi. 16—1Y; evident watery; milk ‘and wine.! This: is the
. Tui stillbe remembered by what I have ment began in Baltimore, and they pub- signs of 1 Cor, iii, 3; becomes chronic at stream that heals the wounded, refreshes: | Sores,
Ulcers,’ Wou nds :
ne.
R
DENOMINATIONAL NEW
lished a good paper ealled ‘The Washing- Gal, v. 19—21 ; and incurable with Heb. the weary, satisfies the hungry, strength.
Th
ens the weak, and confirms
trong;
and. Bruises. ing'una clenteing
I purchased goodly numbers of vi. 46,
Needs there the praise of the love-written rec- tonian.”
We mean thatit shall continue to stimTREATMENT.
it opens tlie eyes of the blind, softens
them, carried them to the rumshops ‘and
ulate the growth of all that is true and
The name and the epitaph graved on the stone?
"fake a double quantity of John iii. 3; thé heart of stone. teaches the dumb to
for—let them be our gave them lo the poor fellows who were
The things we have lived
Burns
and
Scalds.
"hi
tho
sing,
and
enables
the
lame
and
paralytic
ealing
ruin
and
death
in
those
*
dark
good in the daily life.
story—
:
increase the dose with Matt. xviii. 3;
heat and pain itis unrivalled, and should
be
or but remembered by what we places of the earth.” The rumsellers
We piv
mix it well with 1 Pet. v. 6; boil it down ‘to walk, to leap, to rum, to fly, to mount
kept in every family, ready for use in case
bave done.
were angry, and sometimes swore at me,
WHAT WE OFFER.
in equal quantities of 1 Pet. ii. 1—3, and uy with eagle's wings; a taste of this |. of accidents. but their victims were pleased to have Eph. iv. 21-25; while boiling, stir in strewm raises earth to heaven, and brings
1 need not be missed if another sucneed me,
people soon began ample
proportions of 1 John iii. 10; down heaven upon earth. Nor is it a
For $2.20—the twenty cents being ic’
To resp down the fields which in spring I the papers. The
It can be used without the slightest Jogr of
to rally for work in the
cause, and Rom. xii. 9, 10; 1 Pet. i. 22, and 1 Cor. fountain only; it is a universal blessing,
:
have sown;
has, quickly allay ihe afl infidinmatio and
missed
not
is
postage
and incidentals that must be pre
sowed
who
and
and
assumes
a
variety
of
shapes
to
suit
plowed
I never could “ask for better and truer i. 10. If this should get cold, it will lose
He who
by the reaper.
.
itself to our wants.
is a sun, a shield,
men
and
women
than
those
with
whom
I
its
strength
;
therefore
it
must
always
be
paid
at
this
office—we offer an eight-pag?
Earache, Toothache and
Helis only remembered by what he has done. was soon surrounded 1n the struggle for
taken hot every day with Col. iii. 12-15 a garment, a shade, a banner, a refuge;
In South Berwick, we
Faceache. mum usa secoriing paper, fifty-two times a year, each paper
Not myself, but the truth that in life I haye total abstinence.
and Eph. iv. 31, 32.
Each morning take it is bread, the true bread, the very staff
to directions its effect is simply wonderful.
8
en,
of bile; it is life itself, immortal, eternal
soon had a good and useful Washingto- a good
containing an average of forty columns os
draaght
of
2
Cor.
xiii.
5,
in
Matt.
have
I
Not Thyself, but the seed thatin life
;
nian Society organized, with many
re- vi. 6, carefully adding verses 12, 14, 15. bread! reading matter, that costs the subseribe:
sown,
formed drunkards in it, and a dark cloud Just before breakfast let the whole family curing When other medicines have failed.
The cross of Jesus Christ my Lord,
on to ages—all about me forgotten
Shall
1s food and med’cine, shield and sword.
ly join together in- Jer. x. 23—25, and
Save! the truth I bave ‘spoken, fog pn I was lifted from many a rejoicing family.
For Broken Breast, Sore only a fraction over four cents. 1Lr
A total abstinence pledge was circulated before retiring digest well Matt. xviii,
bave done.
reading matter embréices correspondence
Take
that
for
your
motto;
wear
it
in
and hundreds of good names, were soon and répeéat the morning dose. ‘‘ Before
Nipples,
£5ice
ia
semis
and
be—sobe my dying;
So let my living
your
heart;
keep
it
in
your
eye;
have
it
from the principal countries of the world,
laced upon it.
e had frequent meet~ taking” you can see Jer. xvii. 9. “After
efficacions, and mothers who have once used
So ay Hid lie, unblazoned, unknown.
it: will never he without it.
Pisa
ings for lectures, conversation and busi- taking” with Ps. li. and Rom. iii. 24, 25, often in yout mouth till you can find
and unmissed,T shall still be rememUnpraised
contributed articles on .topics of interest
b
No
.
bered ;
ness. At one of these, held in the larg- you’ will see Ezek. xxxvi. 26, Heb. viii. something better. The cross of Christ is Female Com plai
nts.
on
done.
the
tree
of
life
and
the
tree
of
knowledge
have
I
what
by
in social, national and Yeligious life,
Yes, but remembered
est house of worship in the village, by 10, and Isa. lvii. 15. ' No fears need be
need bo called 3 for
the majority of female
==Horatio Bonar.
{
Blessed
be God, there is
: o
diseases if the
t is used. ' The pamrequest, I addressed the audience, and in entertained of taking too large doses. If: combined,”
stories adapted to the entertainment ano
Pe
od
Piletcwbioh accompanies each bottle gives
my remarks [ stated that the sale of in- constant’ inward applications be made, neither prohibition nor faming sword. to
directions how it should be applied.
keep
us
back,
butit
siands
like
a
tree
profit of the family circle, the best selectHERO.
toxicating drinks asa beverage was of the ‘effects are verified in” Rom. xiv. 17,
AN OLD 80HOOL
Any one can use it without fear of harm.
by the highway. side which affords its
the
of
necessity
a
crime
of
‘great
magnitude,and
man
gentle
‘
|
ed
and original poems, selections of a teold:
fine
a
aod
Phil.
iv.
7,
working
outwardly
in
is
There
shade to every of Maen ger without ~ disold school, with a : peaceful, spiritual as such should be treated in all depart- Gal. v. 22-426, and 1 Tim. vi. 18, 19. tinction.—Jo/n
ligious
and literary character presenting
Newton,
:
The genuine arti
face, beaming with the light rarely seen ments of society and punished in all Try it; apply it.—R. M. Kilgore in RePUP.
cle has the words * Pond’s Extract,” blown in the
4
tight
views
of morals as bearing on tie
and Companys trade-mark on surrounding wrapper. I
on sea or land, who may occasionally be courts of justice. © When I ceased speak- view and Herald.
is never
sold in bulk.
None other is
uine. Always
O00
RELIGIOUS MISOELLANY.
insist on
baving Pond's
Extract.
e no other pre
seen of & fine autumn morning, jogging ing, a very good man, a deacon in the
great questions’ of ‘the ‘day, practica:
parstion, however much you may be pressed.
old Dobbin along through our streets, on Congregational church, and cashier of
A
correspondent
of
the
London
ChrisPrices, 560c., $1.00, and $1.75.
thoughts
on experimental religion, anecf
the
village
bank,
rose
and.
requested
one,—i
is
face
His
the way to market,
A lie is a lie, no matter how elegant or tian World gives the following comparaPREPARED ONLY BY
the audience who believed the
dotes
and
facts
of inferestinscience and natyou have any eye for character-study,— those in
how pleasing be the language in which it tive estimate of the benevolent contribu- 0ND'S EXTRACT CO.
which will impress you as shining with statements I had made were true to sig- is framed.
ural
history,
the
progress of theArts,latuss
The
same
law
holds
good
in
tions
of
the
leading
denominations
of
New York and London.
that transcendence which Joseph Cook nify it by a rising vote, and the people other artistic creations than those of lan- Scotland, for = 1878. The Established
arose
en
masse,
very
promptly.
This
your
news
from
all
parts
of the world, embrace
will
SOLD
BY
ALL
DRUGGISTS.
:
Nor
light.”
solar
calls * the
guage. Truth is not less true when it is | church, with a membership of 515,786,
impression be merely fanciful or meta-{ enraged the keepersof the dram
1
ing
items
of
political,
social, education,
ungracefully presented ; falsehood is « not raised (exclusive of $1,734,295, received
hysieal ; for in. very truth this man's face and there was some lively scolding done less false when it is offered in a beautiful by virtue of its state connection) $1,911,personal
and
religious
information, houi
his character, and you may be about it
a
+ Not long after this at a town meeting form. A fine writer, a finished orator, 670; the Free church reported sums’
very sure that you have run across one of
notices, a department of missions devote
an eminent painter, is not absolved, by amounting to $2,755, 626; and the United
those sturdy pioneers in moral reform, we obtained a majority vote for no li- his intelléctual greatness or his artistic Presbyterian church with 175,066. mem- | ATAINE CENTRAL INSTITUTE.
— Pittsfield, especially to the interests of our ews
cense
and
no
sale,
and
chose
a
committee
differthe
makes
1¥I Maine. College Preparatory, Normal, Classi:
the possession of whom
skill, from obedience to the same law of bers reported $1,836,940,
:
eal, Scientific courses of study for both sexes.
ence between the civilization of Maine to prosecute offenders. This provoked truth which is binding upon the stupidest
Full
ofteachers. Expenses low. Fall term benevolent work, a Sunday-school depart
The statistics of the Euclid Avenue beginsboard
and the civilization of Louisiana, which the decided wrath of the rumsellers, and
Aug. 18, 1879. Winter term begins Nov.’ ment embracing hints on the Internationfool
in
the
world,
There
is
nothing
in
| threats against my life, if IT did not leave
Baptist church, Cleveland, Ohio, Rev. G.
Spring term begins Jan. 26, 1830. Sumnever had such material.
term
begins Apr. 1, 1880: Anniversaries,
the place, were brought to me. One the Bible or in common sense which T. Dowling, pastor, for the ‘past two mer
al lessons and notes on general SundayELDER JOHN CHANEY
June
17,
1880. For
Catalogue address K. Bachelconany
to
sanction
sliglitest
gives the
rumseller
:
years, are as follows: | Total additions of der, A. M., Principal, or C. A. Farwell, Secretary.
venerable
-the
of
school work, Editorials and Editoriap
founding of the distinction between truth, members, 145; present number,
(for this is the name
Pittsfield. Me., Aug. 3, 1879.
406;
SHOOK. HIS FIST
whether attractive or not, and falsehood,
father of the faithful whom we are about
meuey raised in the church: and congreBut ‘one report reaches us on this sub-<
IDGEVILLE : COLLEGE.—The
Fall Term
to introduce to the reader,) is now six directly in my face, saying in a very whether winsome or repulsive.
gation within two years, $72,629, as fol
will commence August 26. For catalogue ad- ject, and all unite in saying that the Star
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im aless remarkable degree,
she
disproportion of effort in
Foreign Mission work. Our
tional statistics show that for

concerning
favor of our
denominamany years

we have been giving more money—much

maere—for church extension in India than
im Awerica. Leaving out of the account
the amount raised for the Bible school in
Indis, still the sum raised for Foreign
Mission work, during the last

five

i» peurly double. that raised for
Home
Missions. Our zeal for India has been

none fee strong, but for America. it has
been.far too ywegk.

If our work in church

Building at Aoméxdyld

have’ been kept

dtely in adyencenf our EducagmMission work, it would
Ive-leen. immensely to our advantage,
. Withv churches strong and numerous, we
may Kave- flourishing schools, prosperous

missions, and a copious literature; but
with churches feeble and few, there can

be efficiency nowhere. Now it becomes
ms fo correct our error, and,so far as possiblexe trieve what we have lost by a quad:
rupléd zeal in the work of church building. The best, and perhaps only way to
give additional tone and efficiency to our

denominational work

in all its

branches,

isto multiply and strengthen our churches.

Our rliurches constitute the very soil from
whieh. all. our denominational products
mustbe
gathered. So long as'that soil is
stony and. sterile, the products must be
- meager...
Church extension, therefore,
mos. be made the battle ery of the denommationf! The besttalent at our command
must be enlisted in this’ works And no
aman should think, even

in his dreams, of

starting another school within the bounds
of our dénomination till we have built at
. Jeast one thousand more good, strong
churches! T am not now saying that the
sebools already established should be neg-

Jeeted or that our Foreign Mission work

should be suffered to drag. On the contrary our schools should be liberally endowed, and in every way properly cared
for, and our mission work must be proseouted 'with vigor. But. the truth that I
would: emphasize is, that our chief work
for the-mext quarter of a century should
" be shuech extension, and for the very
measonm. that there is no other religious orZamizationon earth of equal importance
withéhe church. Schools, Missions, Bemevolent and Publication societies are
amiliaries of the church. Our churches
axe-oar life! As these are multiplied and
enlarged, we become strong and useful,
and'as these become few and small we
become weak and contemptible.
27 Another reason why we should la-

_,—

al

ya

—

remarkably difficult to go

hout our land.

Occupy.
It 1s not

into. the coun-

try, obtain the use of a school-house, hold
a few meetings and gather a few souls to-

A few

gether into a church : almost any man can

candid scientists like Darwin and Tyndall «do thut. But something more than this
lead the way, and are followed by a mul- S necessary in order to permanently es-

titude of intellectual fledglings, in all our
flag of

insolently

flap

their skepticism in the faceol

the

aside from these outspoken infidels, it is
to be feared that there are vast multitudes
of non- church-goers who arein a state of
semi-skepticism, and liable at the first
blast of the bugle announcing the commencement of an oh guaized strife between
Christianity and infidelity, to go with the
wrong party. Now by what Agency will
and

defeat

this

accumulating

Neither is it likely to vanish before. themarchof our

secular

schools."

Depend upon it, if infidelity is ever throttled and thrust back'into oblivion, as it

deserves, it must be-done by the church!’
This is the legitimate work of the church,

and when she looks to the State or school
for its accomplishment,she shirks respon-

sibility and incurs censure.
there a time ‘when, more

Never was
than now,

churches needed to be numerous and
strong and sound in the faith,
II. Our second inquiry is, where, shall
we labor for church extension?
We tay bring this question nearer home
by emphasizing the word we. Where shail
we labor for chureh extension PI answer,

everywhere, but especially in the cities!
Let no one suppose from this answer that
I am breathing out threatenings: and
slaughter ‘against ‘country. churches.
I
love the church of God, and. whether in
the city or in the country, it matters-noth-

ing to me.” In an obscure country church

which worshiped in ‘a school-house, it
pleased God to couvert my soul, and I
have cherished great veneration for country churches ‘ever since: -But we should’
labor to build churchesin cities :
1.. For the sake of denominational
equilibrinm!—It is a fact not to be ashamied of but to be regretted, that from the
first our people have labored mainly in
rural districts, and hence a large majority of our churches to-day are in country
places. Why our denominational fathers

in the

takes time, and ‘money,

city.

and

There

it

unflinching

perseverance. Many
a good man, upon
discovering how much it costs in all
these various ways to build churches in
cities, has become disheartened and turned toward easier fields.
One of the
churches of Asia Minor was built where
‘Satan's seat was! Now Satan has many
seats. He has some country seats and a
vast number in the large cities. These
constitute the hot-beds of intemperance,
licentiousness, communism and infideli-

ty.

One of the gravest questions con-

fronting our statesmen to-day is, how to

host of the adversary? Many are looking
to the ballot-box and to the legislative
halls for the remedy. But from that source
help is not likely to come, Skepticism
will not be extirpated by legislation.

onward

tablish a church’

the

public, and are proud to have it known that
they deny the validity of the Bible. Then,

God meet
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plack and brains than we have.
und we will step down and out?

and, thousands are being poisoned
by
it. And.owing to canses, someof whi:
are easily understood, it is evidently on

cities especially, who
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be nothing gained by ignoring the fact
that skepticism is raging all about us,

the increase th
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ESR

1

control the lawless masses

in our

large

cities.

*‘ Give

them

' The

church

says,

the gospel.”
Wherever Satan has his
seat, there a church should be established,
a Christian garrison should be stationed,
a religious fort should be thrown up, the
aciillery of ‘the gospel should be planted
and skillfully used till the lust vestige of
»Satan's stronghold is ‘demolished!
I

"know that the strong arm of the law will

be needed, but the law without the church
can never save our cities, And shame
on that'denomination that shirks the hard
fighting and breaks for the jungle! As a
rule we should plantour churches where
men and devils are thickest, and then be
careful uot to proselyte the wrong ‘class!

13. Another reason why we should
build in the cities is because in ‘this: way
we make our

doctrives

a

more

factor in shaping the religious

positive

semiment

of the world.

The actual creed of the chureh to-day
is vastly different from what it was two
hundred years ago.
Then intolerance,
an uncenverted membership and ceremonial austerity were prominent characteristics of the orthodox church. These

were but the legitimate outgrowth of the

rank Calvinism of that day, in the iron
grasp of which the church lay bound,
like a ship locked in the embrace of an
i ceberg! We must not be charged with
egotism when we claim that the Biblical

doctrines

of Free

Will,

Free

Salvation

b+ a,

and lifted dom: out:

This is

as far as it goes, but why should it not go

further?
hy should it not select favorable localities for churches and then as
fast as possible take the necessary steps
to build them there? I would that pow
we were prepared to decide as to ‘the location and the number of memorial
churches, which, during the year 1880, the

centennial of our denomination, we
would build as a thank offering to the
Lord for his mercies to us as a people.

That would:

be

definite,

and

we

should

the societies than last year. The work
of Misses Phillips and Cilley, in visiting
the churches of the West had. been: bene-,
ficial.
©
dcr

The receipts of the Foreign Missionary
Society from all sources

had been' $15,

161.29, an increase of $3,928.76 over last

year.

by

The

amount

the Home

of money

Treasury

greater than last year, and

received

was

$843.02

the amount

received by the Education Society was
$60.92 more than last year.
j
Mention was made of the fact that the

not then go home to shoot our church
extension gun at random. We need to
decide what we will do and then all go to
work and do it hand -omely.
reports of the several societies were to be
3. Finally, in the work of church ex- published in connection with the denomtension as in all religious work we need inational Register containing the statistics
undying perseverance. © With this
Brae | of the churches, This, it was believed,
we are in no danger of being overstucked.
would secure for them a large number of
Of course the first thing necessary in readers of the right kind, and would
our work is a wise, carefully prepared stimulate the pastors to increased activity.
and well developed plan. Having this it
should be carried out at whatever cost. The report closed by urging & more effiAnd even if the plan is second rate, if cient. organization of benevolent work.
the line of policy marked out is not the The report was accepted.
very best, still if it hus been adupted it is
It was voted that when this Convention

better
to carry it manfully through

than

to back down. Anybody can commence
great enterprises, but only the plueky and
persevering can successfully

curry

them

through.
For two reasons I think we
have suffered more or less in the past.
First, from the adoption of hastily developed, second-rate plans, and secoadly,
from lack of pluck and courage and perseverance to carry vigoruusly through
what we have undertaken.
This latter
evil is the greater of the two. We. have
tamely submitted to too many. defeats,
Every failure, however small, advertises
our

weakness, reflects upoa our wisdom,

and brings a blemish upon our reputation,
This we can not afford. We need more
fagacity, more perseverance. I fear there
has been too much boy’s play among us.
Too. much fickleness of purpose, too
much confusion of plans, too little. con-

cert of action.

As the result of all this

too many of our churches have been of
the mushroom, rather than of the white
oak type, and hence, as might bave been
expected,

they

were

not

long. fur

this

world. But let us from this day forth
cherish that stalwart type of perseverance
and unflinching ' determination that will
enable us to transform frail mushrooms
into sturdy oaks! Let the word failure
be expunge from our vocabulary!
And
hereafter let us be united in our undertakings, and determined by the help of
the Lord to carry them through. If we

adjourn it adjourn to meet this evening at
the close of the meeting of the Foreign
Mission Society,

and

that Rev.

Messrs.

G. M. Park,of New Hampshire, J. M.
Brewster, of Rhode Island, and E. W.
Porter,of Massachusetts, be a committee to

present some plan of action

to a centenary fund.

in reference

:

This Committee reportedat an adjourn:
ed meeting, and their report was adopt-

ed as follows :
Resolved,

1.

That

in harmony

with

the

action of the last General Conference, this Con-

vention recognizes the necessity that there be a
grand movement throughout the Denomination to the end that a Grand Soutiaty fund of
$500,000 be raised during the year 1880.
2.

That

we

recommend

that

the

several

Benevolent Societies through their Executive
Boards fix upon a sum which each will endeav-

or to raise as its share of said Fund, and

cause

a statement of the same to be published in our
denominational organ prior to Jan., 1880.
8. That we recommend that the Trustees
of Bates and Hillsdale Colleges; and the Trustees of all our Institutions of learning, take
similar action.
4. That we recommend such churches as
are in debt to take measures’ to pay their

al

on TH NORA
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:
mand: Town a LK. Cha
pineo: Ferry We Virgini Brackett; Harpers
a.

Western Committee—~Misy Anna Stockwell,

Mrs. J. M. Sinclair, Miss

June Perils Hog

Nellie Phillips,” Miss

co ibigmme ToTen hy en
The Anniversary of the' Womans

B. Lash, Mrs. H. o Keith,

'Missionary Society was heldbn. Wednesday,
at 3:15 o'clock, P. M. The ‘church ‘was

full, the congregation being composed

largely of ladies.

The meeting was call.

ed to order by Mrs. L. R. Burlingame, of

Providence, President of the

The congregation sang

Society.

ha

‘ Jesus shall reign Where’er the sun,”

after which Mrs. G. H. Child, of Connecticut, offered prayer.

The report
tary, Mrs. J.
sented. The
of the work

of the Corresponding SecreA. Lowell, was then prereport was mainly a sketch
in progress. Miss Phillips,

the last missionary sentout, was prosecut-

ing her studies and doing all the work
that fell in her way. = Quite a number of
extracts from the letters of missionaries

were read.

One spoke of being the only

white person within an area of ‘ten miles,

and said that the sewing machine and the

organ were lions like the seven wonders
of the world. Miss Ida Phillips reported
the prejudice against the education of
women rapidly weakening. It was. easy
to secure pupils enough to occupy all the
teachers. The statistics showed a steady
increase of work.
Other missionaries

were very busy, and there was
more

laborers.

The

Woman's

need for
Mission

Society had contributed $2,000 of the $5550 expended oa Myrtle Hall, at Harper's
Ferry. There was need of funds for ad-

ditional teachers and additions] instruction. The Society desired to enlarge its
work. There were open fields on every
side, but money was needed. It was of

the highest importance to make the wom-

en of the country feel that it was to the
gospel they owed mach that they enjoyed.

and Free Communion, as emphasized by
debts prior to Jan. 1, 1881.
our people, have played an important
The temporary officers of the Convenpart in remolding old erroneous beliefs.
The report of the Home Secretary, Mrs.
tion were made the permanent officers.
And yet if they had been made more
prominent, they would have accomplishRev. O, D. Patch, of Ohio, presented a E. D.Jordan, was read by Mrs. B. F.
commenced ag they did, Ican not tell. ed greater Zool
resolutionto be acted upon next year, Hayes. Thereport alluded to the importance
borfor church extension, is because of One thing is true, I have no bitter inveecLL. Our last inquiry is, How shall we shall undertake to establish a church in a which contemplates
making all members of the work, and to the methods by which
the actual! need of more churches to ac- tive to hurl back at them over my shoul- | | abor successfully for church extension?
city, let us establish it if it takes half a
of
Freewill
On account of the illness
Baptist
churches
members of it was done.
Butifthe
ceramodate the people. The population der. I venerate their memory.
1. By giving more attention to denom- century! Let us learn to step with firmof ‘eur country is, in round numbers, 40,- question be asked, ** Why do We continue | i national tactics.
This remark applies ness, take hold with vigor and hold on till the Benevolent Societies by virtue of of the Secretary, the statistics were not as
the answer is, particularly to the. ministry. We must success is ours.
900,000. The number of church edifices is to shun the cities?”
their membership in the churches. Ad- complete as they would otherwise have
about66,000, affording sittings for 25,000,- Chiefly because we started that way and remember that we have no pope, no bishjourned.
been. The district secretaries generally
Rev.
J.
D.
Veney
did not consider
Most of ops nor other high ecclesiastics to do our
@0persons.
We see, therefore, that the it is.no easy matter to change.
réported an increased interest in the
mummber of sittings falls far below the ag- our ministers, like myself, were bérn and thinking and planning for us. We must himselrin a suitable condition of health
WOMAN'S MISSIONARY SOCIETY.
woman's missions.
There had been a
i
i population. If, on some fine Sab- bred in the country and converted in do these ourselves, or they will not be to speak, and he was excused.
country
churches.
Who
can done.
th morning, all the inhabitants of our the
This Society held its annual Business marked gain in Maine, also in New
I admit that the chief work of the
Rev. N. C. Brackett was invited to
.eomntry should yield to the promptings of think it strange, therefore, if they are minister is to preach the gospel and thus
Vermont was putting new
speak, and responded.
Ie alluded brief- Meeting on Wednesday, at half-past 1 Hampshire.
the Holy Spirit, and
go to church, fully foundto possess inherited preferences for proselyte sinners.
But though this is
Or who can think it chief it is by no means all. Every pas- ly to what had been done by Storer Col- o'clock, the President, Mrs. L. R. Bur- energy into its work, and Rhode Island
ome-third of them would find no accommo- country life?
dations. But the difficulty is more ap- strange if a majority of them are found to tor is divinely appointed to superintend lege, and urged that the work should not lingame, of Rhode Island, in the chair. presented an encouraging report.
The
pervert when we come to consider that the be better adapted to country than city the work ‘of his church.
Of course he be considered as nearly finished. A race Prayer was offered by Mra. I. D. Stewart, receipts in Rhode Island had been larger
sburches which we have, are not distrib- work ? But does all this constitute a val- ‘has no right to allow his church to be
of New Hampshire. The attendance was than ever before, sufficient,in fact, for the
uled according to the population. There id reason why we should continue exvlu- |i dle nor to work at the short end of the of 3,000,000 people could not be elevated unusually large, and the
interest contin- support of Miss Phillips. Interest was
are many villages, for instance, which so ‘sively in the country ? Are we at liberty lever.
That is to say, he should keep it to Christian citizenship in 10 years, The
also increasing in the West.
Auxiliary
frase population is concerned, could be to follow our preferences whether right busy, working always according to ap- work would not be done when Myrtle ued unabated through all the session.
The usual business came before the So- Societ es were being formed, and a great
accommodated withtwo or three churches, or wrong, wise or foolish? ‘And are we proved -denominational methods. As a Hall was finished. The students in the
but on
account of the
anxiety of to do that only for which we are naturally denomination We are not as systematic as school studied
There were active
as long as their money ciely and was attended to with despatch. deal had been done.
the various denominations for repre- adapted, or are we to adapt ourselves tu some”others, and perhaps not so much so
The
Society
was
societies
in
Ohio,
Indiana
and New York.
especially
gratified
to
seatakion,. you may frequently find six that which is wisest acd best? Some as we should be. Yet we have our pecul- lasted. Then they went into the country,
to believe that iar 1nethods, and the church and the to the watering places, somewhere, and welcome to its meetings Mrs. N. C. Brack- No gains were reported from Illinois, alor vight: The ' superfluity “of village have been stupid enoudy
; to evan- world expect, and have a right to ex- earned money. When it was earned they ott, one of the efficient teachers ‘at ‘Har- though the ground had been held. Chileburehes ms produced the conviction in God has sent us forth spa
ow this pect, that our ministers will be familiar came back. There
ut
many minds ‘that we are burdened with gelize the back-woods!
was no competition per’s Ferry, who gave a very interesting dren's bands were spoken of as one of the
churches. But this is not true Sleeping to be false, for I have myself read the with those methods, and faithful to carry allowed
in
the
work.
There was no in- account of her work in the school, and most interesting features of the work.
im eortuin localities. In the eity of C eve-. commission which God gave to the Free them out, Every pastor should consider
exoellent
stitution of learning of any character or made most earnest appeals in. bebalf of The Helper was doing an
Jamil] fer instance, which claims 160,000 Baptists, and it says: * Go ye into all the his church as a squad of workers which
work. It contained a great deal to inworld
and
preach
the
gospel
to
every
deseriptioni
i
to the needy ones under her charge.
Inbal tants, there are but about one hunGod
struct and interest, and was worthy of an
dradund ten. churches | That is one church creature.” This includes the cities as should not onl
which a colored man could be admitted | Miss S. L. Uilley, a returned missionafeed them, but should
well as the swamps and jungles. Let work ' them, skillfully, judiciously, and on any condition whatever.
> every 1,450 inhabitants. : Cleveland
ry of the Society, wus also present, and extensive patronage.
The subscription
meds more churches to day-— especially .us spend no time in deploring the fuct to the best possible advantage. Our RegSome one in the audience called for a her cheering reports from the West, where list has reached 2984, and is still increasthat our denomination was born in the ister for 1879 eredits the denomination
Free Baptist churches!
There has been an increase of
It matters little whether we with 1,449 churches, 1,434 ministers, and repetition of the statement, and it was re- she has been laboring of late, and her ing.
Cincinnati is still worse, having only one country.
:
efurchi to 1600 inhabitants! Several Free started in the country or in the city, our 75,686 members. Here then we have peated as above stated. Inquiry was clear and concise statements of the needs about 600 from last year,
The Treasurer, Miss DeMeritte, of New
Boptict Shurches are evidently needed in field is the world, and we Should sie
1,449 working bands with 1,434 men to made as to the Flemington College, and in the foreign field, were very valuable to
e oversee them. 75,686 Christians, thus Mr.
ianati! Boston has about 1450 inhab- to occupy it as speedily as possible.
Brackett stated that no colored man the Society,and were thoroughly appreci- Hampshire, reported cash on hand at: the
antsto every church. ‘Buffalo about 1675, ought > consider that at the time when
classified and distributed, should cobstiated. Great interest was manifested in beinning of the year, $1924 ; contributions
would
be received there.
we
became
a
separate
people,
only
one
Baltimore the same, New York city 2500.
tute a gh force. With ehergies prop:
“Then ‘we had better withdraw our: the work of the women of the West, and received, $3109; disbursements, $1450;
population of our eoun- erly directed, grand results should follow.
our large cities you will not only twenty-fifth of the
an earnest desire for co-operation was ex. liabilities, $693.
Twenty-four twenty- But what have we done? ‘What have we support,” said one.
#iidfmem, hut an actual demand for more try dwelt in cities.
:
Our fathers accomplished in the line of Church Extenehurches, I think the same is true of our fifths lived in the cou
The States contributing during the
*« It is necessary,” said Mr. Brackett. pressed, as well as a sincere sympathy
=aral distriets in many localities. The may not have been lunatics to begin as sion, Foreign Missions, Education, Temwith them in all their undertaking in the year more than one hundred dollars each
“If
a
colored
man
was
admitted,
it
would
they
did,
after
all.
~
But
cities
have
been.
smly places in danger of having 100 many
perance, Sabbath schools,
&c? I do not
school | Cause of missions, which took form in the have contributed as follows:
churches, are our villages, and the dan- growing ‘till ‘to-day, one-fifth instead of ‘mean to intimate that we have done noth- end the white patronage and the
Rhode Island, $921.22; Maine, $768.- .
T there is by no means alarming. I one-twenty-fifth of our population is des- ing. Some churches have done nobly. would have to stop.”
to increase. If, then, the people will: Yet on the whole we have done but little.
W we are met by the unpleasant asser- tined
21; New Hampshire, $594.60; Massa** Let it stop, then,” said four or five
fSon—uopleasant: because true—that our rush into cities, one of two things we If the figures were to speak, I fear we
chusetts, $152.08; Ohio, 134,58; Vervoices,
:
cliayeties, whether in the city or in the must do, either rush into the cities with should be silent with shame!
Doctor
mont, $123.62; Mich., $103.53.
Mr.
Brackett
went on to say that Storer |)"
eountry, are not half filled now, why then our churches, or elso lose the people! One James L. Phillips, after 'a successful
The vatious reports were accepted and
build more? But as ministers, we are fifth of our population, as already stated, ‘canvass of almost the entire denominaCollege was of especial importance, in’
mot to forget that the gospel is to be car- is now in the cities. I think it is safe to tion, in the interest of our Bible school in view of the fact that it was the only
adopted.
SHE
school
|
vied. to-all men, whether they will hear or say that two of the remaining four- India, in his farewell address before the
» The congregation sang the hymn
of
standing
in
all
that
region
where
colorfifths
of
church.
goers
g
to
the
cities
focBeari Some men will never goto
Central Association one year ago, said: **I
ny as is used by the
Woman’s
If then we are to am deeply convinced that sot a few of ed people were admitted. The debt on
elurch till you build a church elose' by and villages to church.
“ Look ye snints, the day is breaking.”
and that they report to the
confine our labors to the country, we the ministers of the denominotion should
shese, and all will not go even then,
Storer College was something less than Home Sec-etary; Y¥,that,
to effect a closer nnbat some will. If the churches were few- must turn over three-fiftes of our popula- have the honorary degree of C. S.— $1000. There was need of money
we urge that whenever the churehes in the
Mrs. L. R. Burlingame than
spoke of
to ‘ion,
West can raise the apportionments without the the school at Harper's Ferry.
ex-Uy- lil, they would probably be no bet- tion ‘at once, to others, and take our Church
Splitters—and “that the injudi- pay that debt, and for running expenses. aid
The work
of
women’s
organization,
said
organization
chances
with
the
devil
and
other
denomitex filled. than now. Let us crowd out the
had thus far been confined to this school.
cious laying on of hands upon unworthy The work
should be sustained at any become auxiliary to the Free Buptist Woman’s The method taken
saloons, and crowd in the churches, and | nations, among the remaining’ two-fifths candid tes for the ministry is one of
to build Myrtle Hall
the
Missionary Society.
scattered ' throughout ‘the country! ‘This’ greatest hinderances to church extension. cost.
we
us do God's service.
| bad interested great numbers of people
BE
Certain
3.. Another reason why we shonld labor is pot. wise. Iv is not good policy. As A man is never fit for the ministry till he
A collection was then taken for the ben- proposed, changes in the constitution were if -the building. The location of the
oe. church extension, is hecause of the the population of our country is now dis- knows that a church is an organized body efit
and it was the general feeling school buildings was admirable. They
of Storer College. The addresses
threatening attitude of Infidelity. Oa tributed, ' three-fifths of our membership of Christians, whose first object is to
that great advances should be'made in stood like a beacon to all that country.
Saturday and Suzday,Sept. 18th and 14th, should be enrolled in city and village spread the gospel throughout the world, were excellent and the interest was mark- the yearte come,
1t was decided that the From any room in the building was a fine
thie uabelievers of Cincinnati met in con- churches. ' With our country membership and that the place of meeting for the ed.
view,
One room overlooked the scene of
appropriations
for
the
ensning year should Jobn
wention, with that superficial, but spright- ‘proportionally large, we should then have church is to be located where the peoBrown’s
raid. It was in the room
AFTERNOON,
be increased in a considerable degree. called John Brown's
We should ple are, and where they love to come.
Ix and effective apostle of modern infidel- denominational symmetry.
room, and could not
After
the
prayer
meeting
of
be
well
balanced.
Now
we
are
one-sidhalf
The
an
advance
wyy bol. BR. G. Ingersoll, in their midst.
in_courage, in enthusiasm, fuil to keep alive the memory of what had
It is not so much new men that are needed
ed.
We
are
like
a
bird
with
one
wing,
The avowed purpose of this convention
in the home churches, as it is to fire anew hour, led by Rev. L. Dexter, of R. I., the and in general knowledge of the mission been called a very foolish “act. It was
was the organization of a new non-secia- we can flutter but not fly. As the cities with holy zeal for Christ and souls, the
work throughout the Society was espeaially our duty not to leave the colored people
Tian party, with a political complexion, are the acknowledged centers of social, men we already have. The ministry. is CONVENTION OF THE BENEVOLENT SOCIEnow, We had helped them out of slavery,
noticeable.
intellectual, commercial and political life largely at fault for the meager salary, the
eemposedof ‘“Liberals,” so called, and
TIES
but they were weak. They
not be
Baving for its object the destruction of the and
power, so they must be the centers of insufficient library, and stinted privileges. held its annual
The following is the list of officers for left. It was the only way incould
which the
session.
The President
ghosts that haunt the superstitious, and religious life and power. And the de- It is the privilege of the pastor to see
denomination could at present work for
the ensuing year :
foe repeal of all laws that interfere with nomination that ignores this fact must that the people support him, and they and Secretary being absent, Rev. I. D.
the people of the South. It was not a
Presiden
t—Mrs.
L.
R.
Burlinga
me, Provithe «ivil rightsof honest men. The gho-ts ‘suffer. | I believe it utterly impossible for will do it if Jroperly trained.” These Stewart, of New Hampshire, was chosen dence, R. I.
local school., Pupils came from a lon
wkiehithey proposed to attack were all any denomination to attain to any satis- are the conyic ons of one who had trav- President pro tem., and Rey. G. 8. Rickdistance and carried back a culture wi.ic
Vice Presidents—Mrs. J, Mariner, Mrs.
saperbwman beings, including God, an- factory degree of eminence or efficiency ersed the denomination from Maine to er, of Massachusetts, was chosen Secre- L. Sinclair, Mrs, E. W. Page, Mrs. Annie 8. D.J. had a widespread influence. It was a
eb und.devils Lt And the obnoxious laws that confines itself exclusively or even Iowa and looked the ministers squarely in
Baten: Mrs. B.o Zoli ’
Mis.
matter of self-interest to sustain the school.
Prayer was offered by
orresponding
Secretary—Mrs. J. A. Lowwhiclt they proposed to repeal, were all mainly to the rural districts. The de- the face. We can but conclude that ‘the | tary protem.
The class of persons reached afforded enell
of
Danville,
.
)
|
”
such as-recognize and defend the sanctity nomination that does this will be like a Airst thing necessary for church exten- Rev. A. Lovejoy, of Rhode Island.
Home Secretary—Mrs. B. F. Hayes, Lew is- couragement.
It was impossibleto eduRev. E. N. Fernald, the Financial Sec- ton, Me.
of the Sabbath day, exempt church prop- wheel without a hub, all circumference sion, is a revival of church-extension
cate the whole people of the South. But
;
The centrifugal force will religion among our ministers.
giagcord
ing
ecty irom taxation, suppress obscene liter- and no center.
Seeretar
y—Miss Sarah A. Pe r- it was possible to educate leaders.
: retary of these societies, presented his anThe
ns.
-atere, and disqualify free-thinkers to tes- over-balance the centripetal and it will
pupils were not sent there, They came
2, The second thing
necessary to nual report. Mention was made of the
7
reasure
r-Misy
L.
A.
DeMeritt
e,
Dover,
be
in
constant
danger
of
flying
to
pieces.
Spin Civil courts,
This movement was
relying on themselves; they were self‘church extension is, a detinite end to
2, Another reason why we should la- complish. We always work best wilh a fact, that during the year most of the con- A ‘Committee on Missionary
lently born bf hatred to Christ and his
reliant in mind and would aimost certainIntellig
ence—
ehitr
and eh;
inspired by the spirit of that bor to build churches in cities is because definite object before us. Hence, in our ‘tributions had been sentto the Financial Mrs. V. G. Ramsey, North a ol prs 1y become leaders. The condition of the
M, M. H, Hills,
old original infidel who showed his foot, there wickedness is most abundant. The Foreign Mission ‘work, we have adop
8. KF. 8. | students,8,
their
poverty and
their
dopt- Secretary rather than to the Treasurer, Mosher, Dover, N. H.Dover, N, H.;
juts ur nof Eden! Oaly afew main object of having churches, is not for ed the plan of locai s
determination were set forth in away
It is in accordance with the action of ‘the
rt. The Central
Auditor—Mrs. E. B. Chamberlain, |
denominational
glory,
but
to
destroy
sin
roe
y, a'meéting somewhat similarto
to make it appeur that there was no loss
Association has its missionarie
s. The
oe
Board of Managers—Mrs.
M, H. Hills, i
‘here souls are thick- Ohio State Association has its Missionary, several boards, and the treasurer is heartily Mrs. V. G. Rathasy, Mrs. C.F.M. Penney
thatin
Cincinnati, was held «ut Chantan- | and save souls,
of self-respect oceasioned by giving money
Mrs.
J
.
in
sympathy with it. Monthly reports of B. Davis; Mrs.J. M, Brewster,
ama,
N. X., in which Mr. Ingersoll also est and sin is blackest, therefore, is the &c. When we raise money for Foreign
Mrs. I. D. Stew- to these students;
If there were accomart, Miss L. A. DeMeritte, firs. E. W. Puge, -modatio
d
: lace to plant churches.
Among the
ns for them, there might be four
We dono} Senso population of our large cities such Missions, therefore, we know jast how these contributions had been made. in the Mrs, G. C, Waterman, Mrs,
E.
W.
Porter,
Miss
edt
Star,and the treasurer had made a supple- Sid Cilley, Mrs. N. C. Brackett, Mrs. J, W. times as many students as there are now.
places may eusily be found. Iknow the
One great trouble was that business men
nsor.
|
mentary
i
report, which had usually apy
work of church building in cities is diffiDistrict Secretaries=FenobscotY. M., Mrs, did not consecrate themselves to the Lord
peared
in
the
next
number
of the Star. E. D. Wade; Maine Central Y. M., Mrs, E. N. | as clergymen were,
cult and expensive. ‘Butis that a valid
expected to, do. On
reason why we shoul) shan it? Some| There were decided advantages resulting Fernuld; Maine Western 'Y, M., Miss Avildg this topic the speaker waxed
( m our continent
eloquent,
| Hasty; New HAmpinire; Mrw F. 8. Mosher;
|
body
must
work,
:
Somebody
must
sacrifrom
this system. It had afforded gener- Vermont, Mrs. F. P. Eaton; Rhode Island
day when Christians of
the d
lity shodld ()
Mrs, and predicte
ar| fice. Somebody
must build churches in
It has had rothing to al information on the subject for all the L. Dexier; Massacbusetis, Mrs. Dr. Wares, Ha- means would feel thut they must give ac1 the cities.or Satan will soon have. it his |
Michigan, Mrs. Mary P. Platt; Ohio
cording to their means. When that day
nizat
n of CE
denomination, or at least for all who are verhill;
and Pennsylvania Y.M.; Mes. Duren Ward, came there
yp- | OWN way!
8S
:
Shall
weve play the coward?
would be little trouble in carthey
should
be
located
or
New
readers
Lyme,
of the Sfar. There was also the
Ohio; Ohio River. Y. My, Mrs. I.
‘|. Are we the drones in Christ's hive? Shall | ho
SERVEDi
Lach saciety- ——
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In the divine order, man holds his education as a trust, to be used for the’ benefit of the world in ‘which he lives. If,
like Goethe, he makes it the servant of
his personal aim, however rich and varied the treasure committed to him may
become by his efforts, like Goethe he will
bear on some part of his nature the

CONTENTMENT.
BY M. M. BISBEE.

.The sun is in the forest fair to-day
Among the branches; on the ground below
The wild rose quivers in the sunrise glow,

stamp of selfishness, and in some

* Lifting its head to catch the greeting ray
That, in his kindly love, the god of day

tion, unconsciously to himself,

Sends slanting down to kiss the grasses low. .
The hoary pines, in measure grave and slow,
Offer their chant perpetual ; and the lay,
Rises to heaven.
All the morning fair
Seems with caressing arms around me bent,

Lying in happy rest at Nature’s feet,—
Feehng her pulsing heart-throbs

through

the

air;
Dear nature loves me, and I am content.
The wind is on the waters wide to-day,
Swelling the ocean; on the sands below
The tinted shells have caught the morning's
glow, .
And held it through the lingefing summer

vorced.

of the leaders

grown

other name for refined

most

perceiving that in spending
years on the perfection of the
they are never able to watch the
of the stars. Ithas its dialect

The cloak of twilight casts upon the day
Its perfect charm; above the valleys low
The floating clouds have kept the sunset’s glow

play-room,

waver-

life, to meet its

Steal on the vision; and my eyes still stay
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all their
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courses
and its

A

little swifter move the years

not feel that although, even in his prose,
he has charmed language into a surren-

We made one pathway of the twain,

der of its rarest felicities, he has severed

Thro’ fair and stormy weather,

himself

And said, whate’er the burden be,

that vital current

‘| and women, and makes them

And thus the years moved slowly round,
With kindest friends to love us,
* ‘The earth seemed blooming at our
And smiling skies above us;
Tho’ pleasure’s cup was sometimes
‘We drank the drops of sorrow,
If thorns seemed springing for our
They blossomed on the morrow.

from

flows in the veins of Shakespeare's

We'll take it up together.

which

men

contempo-

raries not only of each other

but

of our-

selves, and which keeps the
Pilgrim’s
Progress” as fresh in human interest
to-day as'in the year when it was penned
;
in Bedford jail?
feet, .
Knowledge must be made man’s minis,| ter and servant, not his master; and every
The Springtime came so noiselessly,
As peaceful dreams to one that slumbered, unfolding of a man’s mind must be
matched by some external activity in
And Autumn shed a golden light
O’er many a pleasant waymark numbered ; order that he may preserve the balance
The flowers that blossomed by the door
of his nature.
Christian culture adds
In Autumn time, I well remember,
love to knowledge, and by ever-widening
‘Would sometimes wear their colors bright,
sympathy enriches the life of the world,
Until the dawn of bleak December.
and so marks its own growth by increas
And thus the tardy years went by,
ed happiness and intelligence in that
As morning shadows fair and golden,
feet,
:
mixed,

society which it was meant

Bearing ns onward day by day,
From
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eations

to
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Christian-Uniones

olden;

Their circles had a wider sweep,
The noiseless years were quickly numbered,

A little swifter move the years,

* "Their shining cycles drawing nearer, -

ran to the rescue justin time to see Nat
striking Mamie's white chubby hand with

But faith makes rainbows of our tears,

.

i

his ‘whip.

2

©

:

“ You are just the meanest girl 1
know, Mamie Wallace, and I hate you,

And we shall drop this weary load,

“Td énter on the bright forever.

1do.”
ih
. Nat stopped suddenly, for there in the
doorway was mamma. Mamie ran sob-
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‘bing into her arms, but Nat stood sturdi-

"THE MELANCHOLY OF THE AGE.
Inthe profoundest sense there can be

ly defiant,
;
4 II. dida’t—mean—to break : it—

mamma,” sobbed Mamie.

'
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again?
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MOLLIFYING BY A HAPPY WORD.

all

the
not,

was

you both,” replied the officer.

in the depths again.

“No, sir,”

i

i

turned upon him.”

eternal development, and

our

life here

to; but I'll never forgive “you

to his

astonishment,

ed her snugly in, heard her say *‘ Our
Father,” but she did not come, as was

her wont, to do the same for Nat. She
had reached the door. Nat sat up in bed.
“Mamma,” he said, * you haven't tucked me in, nor beard me say my prayers,
nor kissed me,” The last came out in almost a sob.
Mamma came back, and sat down by
his side, but her face was very, Very

grave.

that whichis always growing wilder and
Jet never striking its limits, and always

growing deeper and yet never finding its
depth. Education is not only the natural

morning

-never-going to forgive Mamie her trespass
against you, so you would be asking God
never lo forgive your trespasses against
him.”

That was a new idea to Nat.

No, of

course he could not say his prayers unless
—there he hesitated—unless he was ready
to forgive Mamie.
Now you must know
that Nat felt himself very much superior
to Mamie. Was he not a boy? did he
notgo to-school? and had he not been into the city on the cars all alone once? Of
course he was very much superior to
Mamie, and to think of having to beg her
pardon! Besides, she ought to beg his

was invited to ask the class a few ques‘“Lansing,” was the prompt answer.

met a good

herd, far from the fold,

driving

lost sheep (one which had

shep-

home

a

gone ‘astray),

a creature panting for breath,
alurmed, foot-sore ; and when

amazed,
the rocks

around rang loud to the baying of the
dogs, I have seen them dashing fiercely

at its sides, hounding it home. How dif
ferently Jesus brings home his: lost! He
tenderly lifts them, lays them upon his
shoulder, and over all stony and rough
places he bears them, till the home is
reached, and friends and neighbors are
called in to rejoice over the Jost one found.”

“What is the largest city in Pennsyiva-

is there

phia that is dear to the heart of every paNo answer.

.

The gentleman repeated

the question.

intelligent women who, as

ion,

even that Mamie was awake. Then he
began. to think over the day,~what a

must,

I refer

to the

change

to

what

I believe, called the Princesse robe,

is,

*a

shapely form of feminine attire,” which,
when not carried to a thoughtless and
tasteless extreme, is simply admirable.
In it the bodice, and skirt, and;

seat as he stretched up his arm to its full
length.
“Tell us what it is then, my boy,” said

ugliness and bad taste, are making these
and

irs

ii

I have,

ise

e wilderness,

like

uplifted my

voice in favor of dresses like the sncient
Roman and Saxon—dresses all in one
piece, over or under, loosely girt ‘at the

waist. "They were graceful ; they

easily fitted ; they were healthy and
fortable..

were
com-

‘When one thinks—and a thon:

Pof.

Loomis’s

Summer

Europe, came to our

Tour

hands last

we were leaving

for

which it outlines.

‘We put

to

Central

June,

just as

a tour of the country
it in our

pocket

the beauty of it is that it can be putin the
pocket as conveniently as a wallet—and took it

along.

Subsequent use and comparison of it

with other and more pretentious works, proved

it to be a most desirable companion—a model
’

?

OrK,

with a surprising amount of desirable information in it. It embrases the most important
portions of England, Scotland,
y ‘Belgi~

um, the Rbine, Switzerland

and Italy, naming

the towns along the routes, and in # few words

stating what is note-worthy or worth seeing in
each, Of oourse, for details one needs the

and healthy occupation of a ‘man’s life,
it is his work and his reward for. eterni-

ty. . Over.culture can not, therefore, be
the cause of that melancholy which is
hardly less characteristic of this age than
its frivolity ; indeed, the two are symptom-

atic of the same disease.
The difficulty lies not in the scope and

thoroughness of education, but in its partial application and its distortions.

Men

forget that they are many-sided, and that
they can only keep themselves in health

was

to

~Nat,—naughty,

cross

Mamie with her to her
him to his
know what he
to have a good
mamma and

Nat,—=took

‘room,

leaving

own reflections. "Do you
wanted to'do? He wanted
cry and ““ make up” ‘ with
‘Mamie;
but something

naughty ‘ within’

him

said,

«Don't.

Mamie was naughty to break your pretty
velocipede, and mamma ought to punish
her.”
:
]
And all the time Nat knew very well

and vigorby a training and activity that that he was the one that deserved to be
shall unite all their powers in harmonious

“action.

Itis a periloys thing .to destroy

the balance of one’s nature, to develop
the body at the expepse of the mind, or

suffering’ “resulting from

Finally, before he knew

was

thinking

How

it, just

sorry

as

mamma

hanging pounds’ of girments’ fron the

he

middle, andof the utterly absurd . custom

had

of tight-lacing and of tying strings tightly
areund the “waist,” 4.'e.,” unnaturally
compressing the abdomen, one should

looked, the naughty spirit within him

died. He jumped out of his bed, and ran
‘over to Mamie’s.
:
bE

putting up her mouth

dropping of, to_sleep

Chinese

larger works, ibnt

for convenience

and com-~

again

in

less

Mamma!” called Nat from the top
stairs, please come up, for I can say
my prayers now.”

. Five minutes after—will
you believe itp
Nat was just as sound asleep as Mamie !
;

—8. 8. Times.

0-0-0
@-o

ANECDOTE OF PETER CARTWRIGHT.
One day, on approaching a ferry across
the river Illinois, he heard the ferryman
swearing terrib]y at the sermons of Peter
Cartwright,and threatening if he ever had
to ferry -the preacher across, and knew him,

strictures on Peter Cartwright.

Having

finished, he turned to:Peter and said :
* Now I'll put you across.”

Facrs

AND

Handsome India

FANCIES
shawls

OF

FASHION.

are this season

cheaper than ever before.—Scarlet furs

will, it is said, be worn this winter.—A
new parasol handle has a tinyjwatch, which
keeps accurate time.—To wear in the
street,there are scarfs of white India muslin with pin dots that are scarcely more
than white specs woven in them. The
edges are trimmed with point d’espris
lace. They are worn close around the
neck, tied in front in a mammoth

bow.—

A dust colored wideawake, very soft and
very furry, is one of the hats shown for

News Company,

Readers of the Star will remember
of letters by Rev. J. M. W. Farnham),
peared in its columns a few years ugo,

inga journey to this country from China,where

12 mo. volume of 307 pages,’

Eye-Sight, and How to Care Jor It, is the
fourth in the series of American Health Primers published by Lindsay & Blakiston, of Phil-

undelphia, Pa. The present volume is prepared
by Dr. Geo.

C. Harlan, Surgeon

Eye Hospital, and

gives

tn the Wills’

evidence of his

ough acquaintance with the subject.
of the anatomy of the

eye, the

thor.

It treats

physiology

of

vision, injuries and diseases of the eye, ete.,
with practical suggestious for the eure of the

eye.

lt is an excellent little work,— (50 cents.)

Dr. N. B. Wolfe, of Cincinnati, Ohio,
sends
out a third volume, in which he attemp
ts to

give a common sense view of the pathology
and

treatment of Consumption, Asthma and Ca.

tarrb.

The contents

Paris

| interest
are The Women
of Italy; House-elean-

ures.

The

publishers also

announce a reduc

tion in price. - The National Quarterly and
The Scholar's Weekly, 6180 come to us with
similar indications of enterprise in the way of

improvements.

price.

The latter, also, is reduced in

The Little Folks is still a first-class il-

lustrated paper for the primary class. Chicago:
Adams, Blackmer & Lyons Publishing Co.

The

Saturday

Magazine

(Boston)

has

reached the seventeenth number of the second:

volume, It is under the editorship of Mr. Fred.

B. Perkins, and presents both original and selected matter,
The current pumber contains
“That Yankee Whaler,” “ Alexunder of Abon-

otichus,” “Plum
Portraits,” “Ring Stories,”
“Her First Appearance,” “The Trampled

Pearls,”
** Hunting the Condor,” Two Songs,”

“Roses and their Folk-Lore/” **A New D iulect ~,

to the; reader, in. which the Doctor's

of cures that have been effected under his treat.
ment.

or Yokohama Pidgin,”

“My Love Loves

gS

Me,”

fe

Mr, 8. T."Buck,of Milton, Pa,, publishes

prize such a copy of the S8aviour's words.

Number two: of Weltome Songs Jor Sabbath-schools, is at hand, with a statement by

the publisher that the previous number has heen,
well received. That ought to he the case, for

the songs, both words and music, are good, are-

offered very cheap, and although there are only

about forty different pieces imeach isdue, the
Variety and number are as large as ire drdings
rily, used in Sunday-schools, Chicago: F. H.
Revell,
:
ion

The Model Choir is the title of a new sing-

ing hook, prepared by Mr. W. H. Clarke, and
published by’ Gi D. Russell, of Boston. The
music has been carefully arrangedso as to be
eusily sung by each. voice, the intervals and
modulations being tangible and understood,

baving

been prepared by one who, for more

than twenty-five years,has been counected with
the accompanying and management of ‘church
choirs, where the music his been of a high
standard. The Singing School and Secular De-partment contains entertaining and instructive

compositions for

poses,

convention and

concert pur-

while the Metrical Tunes and Anthems.

of the Sacred department have been composed

and arranged

with taste, without being

piled from books

which have

com-

previously been

inuse. The typography is open, and no page
is crowded or confusing to the reader, In adtheories | ditlon to the parts being written on four staves,.

even if no permanent

aspect.—A

and a very frank consideration of his character
as indicated by orgagization. Other topics of

are in the form of letters

to have

an autocratic

literature nowadays current with regard to the
functions of the cerebelluni. A portrait is give
en of Chastine Cox, the murderer of Mrs. Hull,

ing, arrangedon a large, lllumingted sheet of
card-board, suitable for framing, The colors
a series are pretty and harmonious, and som
ofethe ilthat sp- lustrations thut accompany the text are both
describ- appropriate and striking.’ Many people’ ‘will

are set forth, follpwed by numerous
certificates

It is said to be becoming, and

every

4%

the autumn. It is pinched in at the sides
and turned up over the forehead, and a
large knot of red plush makes the face-

trimming,

course of which the writer shows, with

appearance of candor, the merits of most of the

The Lords Prayer, Illustrated, the wordsbe-

New York: American

for pinching the foot into, what, together. with the illustrations
that #eeompany

the present day, while attempting to be
classic, must needs ‘* improve” it into a
ridiculous parody—a rococo caricature,—
London Correspondent. of Progress.

und

the Cerebellum, appears in this number, in the

when you go abroad.

taining
valuable. But the descriptions.
graceful dresses would be. sure to be are by mo andmeans
confined to - China, Being a
immediately travestied into something kind of diary of travel, the volume
has more or
silly. The old Greek dress for women less of interest to. say about the whole route
through
Asia
and Europe to America, It is a’
was graceful enongh, but the spoilers of

than no time.

A new instaliment of

“Facts,” “Sonnet.”

they call a lily, but a fur sillier protice ‘is. them, make a quite readable volume.” The inthat of pinching the waist into. a lily- terest centers in the descriptionsof fife’ and
stalk.” “Still, such ‘is ‘the - petverse- customs in the almost unknown land of the
ly bad taste of the age, that the most Orient, which will be found to ,be both enter-

for a kiss, and

punished ; but he stayed there alone in
the play-room, just as miserable as you
- he would drown Lim in the river. Peter,
can imagine alittle boyto be. You see unrecogni
zed, said to the ferryman :
it had been such a wretched day from the
“Stranger, I want you to put ‘me
very beginning. ' It was Saturday; papa
across.”
was going to take him into the city that
Wait till I'm ready,” said the ferryvery day, but the first thing he heard in man, and pursued
his conversation and

the morning was the rain pattering
against his window-pane. Then he felt
so disappointed that he forgot to say his
prayers, so you see he was'soon to ‘have

letteron Prison Reform.

{ Brain and Mind, entitled the Plysiologists

pletenessof outline, this is unsurpassed. Maps,
accompany it, and the present volume, which:
is devoted especially toa description of Routes,
is to be followed by otherson Scenery and Art.

sand articles which Have appeared in
long, wretched one it had been, how un- medical journals should have made everybody think
happy he ‘had been himself, BRE
BOW | sensi indby this time—of the amount of. Make a note of them, and take the books along

naughty. :

Rev.D. C.

‘ing ; The Difference ; The Tea Americans Drink 3
Boldier-bound.
The department allotted to
Correspondents is well filled. 8S. R. Wells &
$1.50, Besides the text of : Cc=, Publishers, 737 Broadway,
w¥ork. >"
this already welkknown biography, the vol
ume eontains several appropriate illustrations,
The National Sunday-School Teacher now
maps of Pauls missionary tours, places of cit- comes to us as an flustrated magazine, and
les, ete. The life of the great Apostle will nevbas so rearranged
its several departments as to
er lose its charm either to the Christian «or to make them of greater help thun ever. In the
the student of human nature, so that this edinew departur
Bible Readings
e, upon topics contion will be likely to find itself in good demand. nected with the lessons is‘'one of the new feat-

health=spoil=

alone, yea,

Book of Revelation,” by

the common talk we hear about “bumps” and
“bumpology.” Dr. Winks provides a second

the doctor.

incident-

ally with them, all the upper and lower
garments, are reduced to onesingle shape
that leaves perfect freedom of movement.
The only fault I find with it as made is that
the mischief-making dressmakers, : with
their innate and vulgar instinct towards
ioht

lay down on his pillow ‘once more, and
mamma went slowly and sadly down
stairs. It grew very dark, and the rain
had a dreary
‘sound.
Mamie
was
sound
asleep, but Nat's eyes refused to stay shut, He felt afraid; he
wished that mamma would come up, or

slaves,

however, yield to the arch-tyrant, Fash-

D,; “Limitations of Wickedness,” by Prof. W.
M. Barbour, D. 'D.; “The Honey of God's
Word,” by T. L. Cuyer,D. D,; Satisfaction,”
by Rev.C. M. Jones ; “How to Grow in Grace,”

A pleasant little conversation on the nature of
brain development, which rather goes against.

“1 know," said a little fellow on a back

“The Mint.” was the confident answer.

Tnflueneeof

Christian Character,” by Rev. 8. T, Graham ;
“The Resurrection ofour Lord—-The Fact ang
its Consequences,” by Rev. Edw. Henry Ward;
“No Evil td the Just,” by H. M. Galiiher, D.

The October number of the Phrenological
Journal contains a portrait of Daniel L. Harris, a leading Railroad man, followed by some
pertinent remarks on Precocious Children,
which we would advise all doting fatbers and
mothersto examine carefully. Then there is

in Philadel-

triotic American citizen?’

‘of Tsdac,” by Henry M. Me-

Crucken, D. D.; “The Elevating

ies in the

nia”
“Philadelphia.”

“What building

Scriptural

Hughes, and “Helpful Data in Current Litera
ture,” by Rev. E. P, Thwing, Then we have
a large amount of most interesting matter under the heads of “ Preachers Exchanging View.”
“Sermonie Criticism.” K. Funk & Co.

“What is the capital of Pennsylvania P”
“Harrisburg.”
~

Alfred Cressey

Service,” by Rev. Lewis QO. Thompson; “Stod-

!

‘“At Aon Arbor.”

“Among the hills of Scotland,” said

“The

Dr. Deems; a paper on **The Prayer-Meeting

“Where is the great University of Michigan located?”

D. D.;

by Rev.

arart, M. A. Besides the Sermoni«, this Monthly contains much matter of special value to
clergymen and other Bible students.. We have
“Brotherly Talks with Young Ministers,” by
Dr, Cuyler; ‘Preachers and Reporters,” by

“What is the largestcity in Michigan ?”
“Detroit.”

THE GOOD SHEPHERD,
Dr. Guthrie, “I have

He complied as follows :

“What is the capital of Michigan?

"ore

a

ments of the pretty toy velacipede that
Uncle Nat had given him not long hefore.
Nat

;

by Rev. P, Franklin Jones; “Ejected and Silenced,” by. Rev. Huntington Lyman; “The
Heavenly Race,” by Rev. Signor A. Gavazzi;
*“The Ceaseless Contlict,” by Rev. James Wish-

A gentleman visiting a school in Cincinnati during a recitation in geography,
tions.

Wheeler,

“The Offering

with rudeness, for which I owe him an
apology.” .
prot
This retort restored good humor.—
Youth's Companion.

Fiterary.

it
4
80 hateful about it 1”
“O Nat, I. was drefful sorry!
I thinked I'd never be happy again,” said Mamie,

doubly ‘precious.’
HAL v
Mamnmia, without a word or even look

iin

interest. Among its contents.
are the fullowing : Sermonie; ‘Little Things
Tests of Character,” by J. L. Burrows, i), Dis
“The After Judgment,” by Joseph Parker; D.
View of’ Divorce,”

“I

“I think you had better not say your
HOME TOPICS.
prayers to-night, Nat.” And Nat could
LAD1Es’ DRESSES.—There is a fashion
say nothing from . sheer astonishment.
From his babyhood up, he had said ** Our now prevalent in ladies’ dresses of which
I warmly approve. Female attire has, of
Father” every night. What could
it
T. Y. Crowell (New York) publishes aun edilate years, attained apparently the very
mean?
tion of Conybeare and Howson’s Life and
acme
of ugliness, folly, extravagance, Epistles of St. Paul, which must
‘You know if you said your prayers |
prove to be]
you would have to say, ‘ Forgive us our and discomfort, —and any change, in fact, both popular and :seceptable. It is 12 mo. in.
trespasses as we forgive those thai tres- must be for the better. This is not my size, contains 764. pages, is printed on good
pass against us." And you know you are opinion alone, it is that of thousands of | paper, in clear type, and substantially bound.
The price is only

and 1 want you to forgive me for being

Anything ‘coming from Uncle

.

D.; “The Principle of the Imitation of Christ,”

treated you politely, and Mr. Delancey

Having acted as clerk, repeating after
Peter, the ferryman cried :
‘“ Now let me go P"
‘Not yet,” said Peter. * You must
make me three promises: 1st, that you

>ro

for this,»

~ and Keréafter is w perpetual unfolding of ‘said Nat, angrily, surveying
the frag-

|

by D. H.

;

#¢Then, sir, said the officer, quickly,

:

will repeat that prayer,

Bradford, tartly;

lancey. You laid bands upon me, you
kept your face to me, but your back was

*“Then follow me—* Our Father, which

art in heaven,’ ” ete.

answered

‘you were the decided champion of De-

he has Jong been a Christiah missionary, These
*“ You're always breaking something of
“ Mamie,” he said,—‘* Mamie, I know be amazed that so much folly can yet letters, with others, have been
published in
faculties are framed for a continuous and’ mine, and then saying you. didn’t mean you didn’t mean to break my velocipede, | prevail.” Yes; people laugh’ at ‘the book form by D. Lothrop
& Co. (Boston), and,

no such. thing. as over-education, Our}

7

vealed,” by Rev. I. N. Carman, Pastor, Cham--

“I interfered asa common friend to

The gasping victim shouted: * I'll ‘do

never

And

ferryman.,
Splash! splash! and the ferryman

anything you bid me!”

his

£

FAT'S PRAYER,
There was a loud cry from the playroom. Mamma dropped her sewing and

To, cheer the weary heart that slumbered.

'Atid'we can count our treasures dearer

serve.—

Soa
&
* +o

And hope raised many a fairy form,

A little'longer, and the path
"Will lead us to the “ shining river,”

to

though

bed-time did not bring mamma to his
his side at all. He and Mamie had
a little room together; and mamma tuck-

|

reads Matthew Arnold, for instance, does

Than when at first we started
Upon the eastern hills of life ;
When from the gay throng parted,

as

Was mamma

him

But lo and behold,

fleet

BY J, W. BARKER.

Crests
x
Tr

A happy retort will sometimes mollify: | paign, 11; “The Foundation and the Keys Hid
an angry man when ‘words : of ‘reason Exugis of Matthew XVI, 18, 19, by Rev. 8)'W,
Culver, Pustor, Geneseo, N. Y.y “The Belief
would be’ lost: upon’ him, ‘A warm dis- of
the Hebrews in the Immortality of the Soul,”
pute once took place at a coffee-house in by M.
Gregoire, Paris, Franve Translated
of Satan, whose child thou art.”
New York between the proprietor, a Mr. from the French by Rey, W, H.. H.
Marsh,
Then lifting him up, “dripping, Peter Bradford, and a guest, Mr. Delancey: An Pastor, Salem, Mass.; “The Portraitire
of
asked :
:
English officer, who happened to be pres- Jesus,” by W. N. Clarke, D. D., Pastor, New**Did you ever pray ?”
ent, stepped in between the parties and. ton Center, Mass. : “Litérary Notes,” Cincin-nati: published quarterly by J. B. Baumes,
“Ng.”
prevented them from fighting, The next
_ The
er and Homiletic Monthly for
** Then it's time you did.”
\
| day Bradford roundly took the-officer to October,Preach
is the first number of a new volume,
“Tl dono such thing !” answered the task for partiality to Delancey.
and is of special

with, and felt better for even that ‘much.

dis-

The men who are most frequently cited
as victims of the melancholy of the age
strikingly illustrate this truth. Who that

» >
i 1.4
ar SE

ferryman, and holding him by the nap of

I'll tell her I'm sorry,” he resolved forth-

of so-

and end in ennui and disappointment,

Nd
3\

AA

and
by wayof excuse.
evening, as long as you live; 2d, that
By and by, he sobbed himself to sleep, you will hear
every pioneer preacher that
and knew nothing more until the tea-bell
comes within five miles of this ferry ; and,
rang. He looked stealthily out from his
3d, that you will put every Methodist
eyesto see if mamma showed any signs
preacher over free of expense. Do you
of relenting. Once, just once, he caught,
promise and vow
]
her eye; and it was such a loving, pitiful’
“I promise,” said the ferryman; and,
look she gave him that he nearly broke
strange to say, that very man became a
down, and had a great time choking.
shining light in the church.
* When she comes to hear my prayer,
S--O-0-b

That sails the silent ocean of the air.

AN AUTUMN ANNIVERSARY IDYL.

sobbed

** They've been cross to me, too,” he'said,

charge its duties.
When culture becomes merely a matter of fashion and
My heart in thankful love on Him is bent,
taste it becomes also a disease. Taste
‘Whose guiding Hand has led my wandering
and refinement elevated into ends unfit
feet.
oue for the active work of life, disgust
"His care for me fills all the evening air;
one
with the slow and imperfect steps by
My Father loves me, and I am content,
which humanity rises to better things,
Fixed on the glories of the fair white

7

‘* Will you pray now P" asked Peter.

turned

naughty words back, but he would

not

and

he

time he khew he ought to go and take his

brings himself into closest contact with

ing glow,

and

going to love

cial position and the sign of a man’s cosmopolitan training, instead of heing the
free and vital medium by which he

low,

:

to the lounge in the

heart would break.

Men

watchwords, and becomes the test

And held it through the dying summer day.
‘Where the high vault of heaven, dim. and
gray,
]
:
The faint white stars, with twinkling,

‘quickly and fled

with

selfishness.

:

That was too much for Nat;

portraits

seek it as an end instead of a means,

x

strength, for Peter instantly seized the

the

** Thank you, but I had rather have
Mamie wait on me,” was the grave reply.

The culture of to-day is often only an-

His thoughts of me are filling all the air;
My lover loves me, and I am content.

Touches, with softness, the horizon

her lap.

often only thinkers. Shakespeare draws
the same contrast in lloratio and. Hamlet.

sweet.

solitary season in

¢ Mamie,” she said, after a little time,

ed, while the latter are often characterized by uncertainty and indecision. The
former were always actors, the latter are

Dropped into distance, for the vessel there
Bears to the purple-tinted Orient

LE

“would you please go down stairs and
get me the paper P™
“Ill go,” said Nat, quickly, before
Mamie could get her playthings out of

the former, though sometimes hard and
cruel, are always resolute and determin.

The faint white sails, with motion smooth and
slow,
Melt from the vision; but my eyes still stay
‘Where the Jast sail of all the fair white fleet
life has

endure another

The

Renaissance

re

i

play-room, he followed meekly after
mamma as she went back to her room.

those of modern men, notes the fact that

day.
:
‘Where the blue line of ocean far away
Touches, with softness, the horizon low,

Him in whose love my

in the

STAR,
OCTOBER
}
Cig a»

TS

could scurcely swallow a mouthful. Afer dinner, feeling sure he could never

will miss

Taine, contrasting the

TIES

there was such a lump in bis throat at this the neck, ‘plunged him’ into the water,
strange treatment, that even though they saying:
had: his favorite apple dumplings, he
+I baptize thee [splash] in the name

moment a man.begins to hoard knowledge or to acquire it for his own pleasure,
he sows in himself the seeds. of disease
which may ripen into melancholy or any
other spiritual disorder, Study, thought
and action must all be combined in a
healthy life; one fruitful source of unhappiness in this age id thut they are di-

Mingled with spicy breath of incense sweet,

od

I must confess, to his place at the table.
But no‘one spoke & ‘word to him, and

direc-

the very thing for which he sought.

ia

There is much in the book that is really

sensible, and we do not see how any harm,
good, could

come from

the accompaniments are ‘complete on’ two
staves, so that the player can give full harmo-

ny as a support to the voices, In ths Church
Music department each metrical hymn tune has
two appropriate organ interludes prepared expressly for this work, which organists will
highly appreciate. The quality of the paper is
of a better grade than usual, giving elenrness to
the impressions. The book contains 288 pages,

novelty, shown by a New York millineris:
, following his directions. Good air, exercise
trouble. Well, everything went ‘wrong,
plush, and proper care of the affected parts , are stronga turban of myrtle green: antique
the large crown covered with
nection between knowledge and action is aud Nat kept growing erosser and cross- in
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much

pet and blow a dolorous or a jarring blast,
it lies not In man's will what ‘he shall say

' I once read an asctiption over the gate
of a cemetery; the words were these:

all closed to keep

scorching sun, a few donkeys are stand‘ing under
a tree, with their heads down
and eyes shut, the donkey-boys are coil-

“ Ah,” sigheddn old faithful clock which

ed up on the: ground beside them; men
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ed, “ What works?"— Bishop ‘Whipple. .
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cents;
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ington, dt present the largest instrument and heroism, never becoming morose and petof its kind in the world, is soon to be sur- ulant, but ever growing more trustful, ¢alm

and sweet-tempered to the end. She often exkowa, which has a representative in this pressed a desire to depart and be with Christ,
Which is fur better, and when tbe hour of her
country in the person of Professop Otto! |: departure
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the | asleep
>=" in 4Jess, ; and was borne by the angels
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CLARA BELLE, infant daughter of O. B. and

C. Eaton, died: near: Green Oamb, /Q.y Sept.
13, aged neur fifteen months,
A lovely babe,
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family deeply feel their loss. He
leaves a
faithful and devoted wife with whom he had
lived over forty-four years, and one surviving
son'and family. Other children greet him on
the other shore.. His funeral was attended ' by
a large concourse of friends and neighbors.
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it flattens its belly, wbile viewed from be-

where
tack fiom despevale criminals, it may be
a matter of wise precaution ; but the ordinary citizen, in his daily or nightly
walks,is much safer without a pistol
frequently
than with one. =~ Accidents

deal with,

The Khedive

deacon and church clerk, which
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no doubt gave origin to its pame,chumai-

of the crimes and fatal casualties

VEE

HE above is the title of an Essay delivered be-

—Christian Observer.

erect,it resembles a cronching lion, which

having been discovered, various encouragements were given to those who wished
them.

Crary

been kaown before; then the marriage
might never have taken place. At all
events, this ground of reproach would
have been removed.
Be sure that your courtship leaves no
delusions to be dispelled after’ marriage.

OHAMELEON.

£¢ Well Lhe J re
~@bout
reckless ruffians, with whom dif.| ingongruity
Egyptiang used stone knives in some © f | counter
ity
ficulty or altercation is unavoidable, he ig] 3 &
their religious rites long after the discoy- far
without a weapon than’ with one.
ery of metal, so that the inference drawn The safer
chances are that he has cowards to
'is by no means certain.
The springs
80;

the

offense, whatever it may be, should

agricult-

chameleon has been the
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these thirty years, Keeping up an interest selto the happiness of many an unmated | dom
equale
air. It would have been much better,
:

curiosity the world over on account of its
power to change its color, but its power
to change its form is not less remarkable.
Sometimes it assumes the form of a dis.
consolate mouse sitting mum in “the corner; again, with back
curved and tail

to own,
to carry, Or even
| man ad
v & deadly
:
the town, and showed himself in advance | weapon for the defense of ‘his person or
In exce tional situations,
of more civilized rulers by favoring the | his property.
aman is peculiarly liable to atter, and piovided funds for the necessary

¢ 1f I had known it beforehand,
ou,” is the

declaration which has prove

dependent
of all human occupations.

The
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intruders being impracticable, everybody | A man who ‘goes fishing should take | found a hearty welcome at his home. Truly
who thinks his wages insufficient can luncheon along. He may get no other bite. sacred will be the memories of his kindness
take refuge in the most healthful and in- —New Orleans Picayune.
and generosity.
The community, church and

0
as the official pamphlet Hinforms
subjects,”
usd, took some interest in e rmation of

to investigate the matComuiission

triumphunt.

life.

urists, and that feature of trade unionism
‘which limits apprentices and shuts out

which have been so deplorably frequent
of lute are the result of the evil habit ef

endowment of research-—so.far as sulphur springs were concerned. He appoint-

chosen

seasons.

The mass of our laborers being

while strings of eumels, with large blocks ‘its authority, is largely due to the prac
too
slung across their backs, pace silently tice of carrying weapons and being
familiar with their use, though there it
along
:
Hana
ILA
presHelouan was founded under very favor- maybe rendered necessary by the.
of unrestrained ruffians.
ence
able auspices. : The Khedive, * always:
the welfare of his a, out Sider and yoll-catablished opoccupied in increasing

The well, when
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See *‘Prov-
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the same ;they lead to a miserable married I

would never have married

zeh, then the small ones of Abou Seir,
low it takes the form of an ovate leaf.
next Sakkarsh with its five steps, and having a pistol too conveniently at hand, The tail is the petiole, while a white,
ready
kept
or
pocket
the
in
lastly come in sight the low spreading either catried
serrated line, which runs from nose to the
in the house, and easily resorted
tin oof
masses—of
Dashour. To the east the |
maFor
©
view, if not so beautiful, is quite as strik- to on the slightest provocation.
rib.
Still again throwing out the ir, it
people there is an almost irresistible draws ‘in dts sides, and atthe same time
uy.
ing. - A long range of flat-topped, rock
and downward
hills, seamed with streaks of brown, red, Ba ngon id these neat and shining lit- expands itself upward
yellow of every shade; with deep clefts tle weapons. They liketo handle them till'it becomes
as thimag'a knife, ald then
hip.:
workmans
viewed from the side it Has the fornr of
and craggy projections from which the and admire the skillful
sun casts strong dark shadows that add They are fond of practicing with them, an ovate lenf withont a’ midrib, but with
to the wonderful variety of color in the and proud of any little skill they may: the serrated line on the belly and the serstone. itself.
Here are the quarries of attain in their use. Hence, they are sub- rated baek becoming the serrated edges
Massarah and Tourah, which provided ma- ject to a peculiar tamptation to have one
ant gs, $xpanded
elf ‘over Rrpiso
so. as
terials for the pyramids, tombs, and -tem- constantlyat command, and take advan’ eS
of the smallest excuse for carrying it" to present an edge to an observer, ‘thus
ples of ancient Memphis. Conspicuous
It is
tly addingto its means of conceal-on the glaring surface of the cliff are the about or having it ready for use.
The | 87%
dark entrances to a series of caves hewn a foolish and a dangerous habit.
Mente. (iin vd
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inal
bE
wating
settle~
frontier
in
crimes
of
frequency
1 have studied the changes of color with
out of the solid rock. ' A few Arabs may
over
places,
eloped
n
iI rest, 1 its
pal sate0,
est
be seen, chopping at the stone in a desul- ments and newly-dev
tory fashion, or boring holes for blasting; which the law has but imperfectly asserted}

various diseases.
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tical resalts of the delusions of courtship are

for low wages is to go West and cultivate
ths sojl, which gefiercusly pays for all’
the labor bestowed upon A A majority
of American laborers are farmers, and
as most of them own the land they cultivate, agricultural strikes like the recent
ones in England are impossible. In this
country an. agricultural.strike would be a
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tant hills. The pyramids slip past oné
by one; first the great pyramids of Gi-
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sure cure for
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the Wolcott & Hardwick F. B. church,about
hever side may bein fault,the prac- | tweuty Jeans ago. Soon after, this he was

bor and capital do not seem so unnatural ;
but in the
United Statés the true remedy
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strip the desert stretches bare and yellow,
till it fades into the hazy-gray of the dis-

works.

Yours truly,"'

irl L askto marry me should know, then |

Minnesota is sur-

sess it, embittered contests

round-

the dull grayish Jreen of the palm. Nile boats makes its way up stream beleaves, thered patehesof newly plowed fore'the fresh north wind, the great white
land, and the yellow desert beyond. latteen sails gleaming in the sun; while
Here and there, under a clump of acacias, the rays of lighs, falling: on the water, rea buffalo, blind-folded, is walking monot- bound in flashes from the ripples left by
Sometimes the large
onously round and round, pumping up their passage.
the water from the Nile into the number- white hull of a dahabieh comes slowly
less channels that intersect the fields. A down Vaproh against ihe wind, fhe crew
at their long clumsy
man sits by smoking ‘his long-stemmed tugging laboriously
ouThE
time with the
ipe; without turming his head he fol- “oars,
ows with his eye the course of the train stroke. © Sometimes, too, a puff of smoke
It
as it rushes past him ; a group of children, appears above . the distant trees.
can te
half naked, are playing
in the dust, and reads and glows ; hat
some unhappy
villagers are |
2
-their screams of ** backsheesh” are faint- Surely
home; there ng
ly heard above the roaring of the train. Barncd out of a
Some women, with large earthenware no fire-engines to help them, and the levbelow their village.
Jars on their heads, are coming for water | el of the Nile is far
they instinctively cover the lower part of But the smoke comes nearer: and nearer,
their faces as we pass, and look at! us and now a gap in the line of palms re— to the
with their large
eyes just visible veals Cook & Son's steamer
above the fold of the dark cotton robe. First Cataract and back in twenty days.—
:
Here and there are pools of water left Saturday Review.
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Every young man should deal honestly | blood, and it gives new life and vigor: to

pred-

rich and laborers can never hope to pos-

topped mounds and hillocks ; and, seen
from above, looks like a clay model of a

the brilliant emerald tint of the young
crops, lighted up by the sun, almost dazzles

Allan'sADS
Anti-Fat,

unsound condition ‘of ‘things—an ‘at:

sion of that thorough mutual acquaint- readily to . this’ great dinéase conqueror, j
ance which should "always precede a | Hop Bitters. It repairs the ravages of dishaw
‘| ease: by ‘converting the
food
iuto rich |:
marriage.

Dopuiation in ‘the world.” - It looks like
a wide lagoon, fringed by clumps of | m scility and folly for men to be organIm-trees, with low hills rising gently izing strikes against their employers in a
Behind them. A hazy glow swims over country. where three days’ ride on a raileverything, and in the further distance road will take them to a region of fertilblends xiver, trees, ad, hills ints ong ity and plenty. -In'a country like En
vague purple mass. .On this side.of
the land, where land is a monopoly of ‘the

some of the loveliest of Eastérn scenery.
valley

in 1

much bétter off a “ary
ary manufacturing Hligmpiace her face after marriage.

exquisite views are'to be seen.

Arab village, all built of reeds and river
mud, which stands near the Nile in a
beautiful Ere of palms.
It lies fifteen
miles south of Cairo, with which it iscona railway passing through bia bi) as slopes down to. theyery
“ nectedb
banks without any intervening space of
On the west lies the

pounds

outers
2 On

Away to the south the Nile opens out into

such

is Helouan, the watering-place of Egypt.
‘The town takes its name from

their Yankee
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?. ' Yet they. show
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patch of land will correct this wrong, or I will'tell’ her
’
Emiko
id Bon’ fed Pov the spme | of it; for I will not be so unmunly as to |
spread over their ges; 1 the
full
blnze whichhe owns,
of ‘the sun. Some dogs are lying fast cornfields, and, among a few of the least Qeeolve her into matrryin
PARTICULAR NOTICE. Obituaries should = be
ing
honestly
with himself
in. the
first
asleep in the dust at. the road-side, and prosperous, all sharing the shelter of the deaComm
pa
correct understand- RIKER 3h fo the patio. For the: excess over
the Nubian porters at the gates of the same hovel. But even this is healthier
WORDS, and for those sént By perprincipal houses are nodding. in’ their than tenement life in a dirty city. The
ng of the nature of the fact which he has ong HUNDRED
patronize the ‘Morning Star, it
not
do
who
ons
|
with
honestly
; then if he deals
| chairs, Further o a few boys are play» poorest Western settler never fears that concealed
‘| 18 but just that CARE should Accompany the copy
‘he will lack bread for hungry mouths,’ the girl he tells her of it.
of them hits the ball tp some little dis- and if he has average industry,he may in . People who love each other will marry at the rate of FOUR CENTS PER LINE of eight
tance, and there jppests, to be a dispute a few years exchange his hovel for a de- in spite of the disclosure of many faults; words, VERSES are inadmissible.
which shall go and fétchit. An English cent house and barn. If we compare this but it is better that these faultsshould he id
|
uti [Speeial.)
than'| class
passer-by, to whose feet it: has rolled, lowest
lass ofof agricultural immigrants, | nnderstood before marriage, rather
\
\ ¢ DEACON A. Mio AMSDEN died suddenly: of
it
charitably throws it back to them; a de- with the lowest class of operative immi-' “first discovered afterwards.
Hardwick, Vt., Sept. 19,
mand for backsheesh takes the place of | grants, the better fortune: of the ‘former
We. are sorry to say that, concealments (heartdn discus, inyears.
The
subject of this
will be as manifest as itis in all the high- and deceptions during courtship are not | 48Gt tice MEAS
any expression of gratitude; and, when
was born in ‘Walden, Vt., where be
‘We compare confined to the sterner sex. They are spent his ‘youthful. dave, More ‘than forty
they tind that no piastres are forthcoming, er degrees of the scale.
West Hill in Hardwick,
they go on lazily with their game. Tow- class with class, because;it would be ab- practiced, perhaps to as great an exteut, years ago he movedto
he resided
resided till his! death, He indulgeda
po
o'clock, the air grows cooler; surd to compare the factory population ‘by young ladies. Many a false-hearted where; ¢ he
io Christ in early life and joined thé
then is'the time to’ climb ©ip; one of the with the prosperous dre. well-to-do na- and treacherous girl has a thousand | DOP
Congregational’church "in Walden, in which
est, who are 80, “smiles during courtshipto every one that he remained a worthy member until he joined
hills at the back of the tow, from which
tive emi
0
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‘ecessors
* 'in the mills ‘of ‘New ‘England, | with himself. = He should sayto - himself, the aged and infirm always.
The stipidbucolic Norwegiah who. has-' If therejs anything I' do’ not ‘wish 'the | erbs” in another column,

even take the trouble to get nto the roundedby his healthy.
shade, but lie, with their
loose, cloaks ‘cattle and his pigs on a’

eights; [ am not

heitszenge.” ~~

the mabu-

better than that of the factory operatives

who have succeeded

make

pretences. To obtain goods in the sume |
I.
Smith, Doolittle & Smith,
way. would constitute a priginal offense,
!
"Wholesale. Druggisis.
|
fortunately courtship, as conducted, |
ARRAY il
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is too often a period of probation, . in
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grants to this country and those from the
purely agricultural provinces of Gerpany
ave donean great deal better for
them.

regard for order; but ‘they look

houses are

{They rest from their labors, and their

strike, as is my duty,if I only need

“I'an

very cool and comfortable, with their, facturing towns lion
Br tain, Fi
n Veéndtian shutters -and lattice win- |
ner, understanding nothing but rur
dows, About midday everything in the abor, fi jin hs at i
new
town seems asleep. The shutters of the States after landing in New York; and,

or what he shall conceal.
— Milton.

works do follow them.”
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The town is long and narrow ; the houses,
built of stone and covered with plaster,
are dotted about here and there without
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Mail may be sent to Miss Libbie Ciltey at'the following points: mes, Oct, 12th, care:of Rev. > M. Langworthy; Swyraoa,
Oct. 19th, care of Rev,
G. Foster,
Smyrna, Chenango Co.,N.
3 Phoenix. Siow: 2, ‘care
of Rev, J. H. Durkee: North Parma, Nov. 23, care of
Rev.C. A. Hilton. Wail sént atany time to Phoenix,
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of Rev,J. H, Durkee, wil be Immediate} forwarded. Constitutions for Church Mission
5 ties, also
fur Yearly and Quarterly Meeting Mission Societies,
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by applying to Miss Libbie Cilley,or Rev, J. H. Du rkee,
Corresponding Secretary Central Association,
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The re-dedication of the repaired meeéting-house at
Northwood will take place next Thursdsy afternoot,
and the ordination of Rev, C. L. Piukhem, 48 pastor,
will oecuron Friday.
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in Bing so, by the blessing of God,” we shall
kingdom.—H.

Virginia

engaged

The consolidation whs entered into by every
Q. M. of the State.; All the departments of
denominational «work ‘ were provided for,
Home Mission; Foreign Mission, Sabbath-

that

held,

and West

‘We learn that the consolidated Yearly Meeting has held its first session at Pleasant Hill,
and that it was a success,
Attendance good,
business
considerable and all harmonious.

of

efforts should be made, as far as" possible,
make our Quarterly gatherings productive

waiting

‘W DePuy, Lewiston, Me.
Rev. C. Jaquith wiil close his labors with
the Scott and Boltonville churches,
Dec. 7.17
Post-Office Addresses.
Correspondence solicited.
Address, BoltonREV. E.N. FERNALD (t6 whom all contributions
ville, Washington Co., Wis.

burn,

TO

stem,

medicine has ever ven such
perfect satisfaction
as the Vegetine. It punmfies the blood, cleanses
all of the organs, and possesses a controlling power over the nervous system.
The remarkable cures effected by Vegetine have
induced many physicians and apothecaries whom
el know to prescribeaud use it in their own fami-

Bates College.

Wisconsin.

Christ. Others are under conviction, and we
hope seon to hear of their complete surrender
to Christ. ‘And we hope that the fire that has
Se

<

been successful.
He has
invited
another
young minister, belonging to the Meigs Q. M.,
to-assist-him-in bis work; before he - leaves to
commence his studies, and, if Jossible, to take
his place.

hold meetings for a time, and as a result, about
‘twenty have been reclaimed and converted to

S

Alterative, Tonic. Solvent
; and Diu retic.

Prestration

Clerk,

There will be a meeting of th President and Trustees of Bates College in Hathorn Hall, in Lewiston, on
Thursday, the thirtieth (30th) day of October, inst. at
mine" o'clock, in the forenoon, th se¢ what measures
shall be taken to raise funds to pay the floating debt
of the Sollege, and to transact any Siber business that
may properly come before
the corporation.
O. B, CHENEY, President.
Lewiston, Me., Oct. 9, 1870.
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bas also devoted much time to itinerant labors
not only in Ohio, but in ‘Kentucky, and has

spirit-

to

fill

Ohio.

at East

continue

us

winter

Virginia.

He is now

the Q. M. session ‘was over, he continued to

there ‘will

let

Rev. Alva Crabtree, a young but gifted minister in the Scioto Q. M., feeling the need of
better ministerial qualifications, has again
come to the determination to enter as soon as
next spring the Theological Department of
Hillsdale College. The care of one ‘or more
churches has thus far prevented him from
taking up his proposed course of study. He

ual element, and all seemed anxious that: the
hopes and desires of the pastor should be realized. Bro. Jones isa devoted, earnest workeryand has the cause of Christ at heart. After

kindled

Brethren and
fall and

1. P. BATES,

THRRE will be a three days’ re-union service,¢«
mencing Thursday evening
before the last Sabbath po
October, in the Freewill
Baptist church, of New Ha«
ven. Mich, We desire the attendance of all Freew iil
Baptist Min isters, and especially of its former pastors
in wood standing ‘with our church. Done by order
and in behalfof theFirst Freswiil Baptist church of
New Haven.
R. SPENCER, Pastor.

Western.

Albany.
The last session of the Wheelock Q.
M. was holden with that church, ard the pastor, Rev, A. D, Jones, was. anxious that it
should result in great good to the: church and
community.
The session was full of interest
and spiritual life. The prayers.and exhorta-
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the whole
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For Catarrh,

Opening sermon Friday even ing, by Rev. W. R,

Norton.

Creek ir building a meeting-house.

in the church.
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Let all of our

Association,

of this

duties in Virginia Valley

.in-

rates

Rhawns

CATTARAUGUS Q. M, with the
he Lu aen church. Oct.
SLm3
p.m,
MCKOON. Clerk.
LANSING (Mich.) Q/M., Grand Ledge church, Nov.

Rev. J. W. Myers has resigned the pastorate
of the Luray church and entered
wupon his

in the interests of the church;the ladies’ circle,
and the barvest festival which was lately held

£

He goes
Though

May God help us to gather in the

harvest.—G. wW. K.

Autumn Leaves is the title of a fresh paper
published by parties in the Pawtucket church

tions all seemed to possess much of the

Hotices and Appointments.

with earnest Christian effort to bring souls to
Jesus. Let us have consecration meetings,
and protracted revival efforts in all our church-

Island.

A good work has been commenced

35 cents.

Coe ttSe

oF

tiveness, Palpitation of the Heart, Head
ache,
Piles, Nervousness, and General

the days and

with their

substance, and the frst fruits -of all
crease.”—A. L.

ror:

BEATTY

Ee

Bano,
Kool, Cover &
osNL FE a

teresting revival effort at Elton.
next to Grove, and then to Elmira.

more recognizing God in business, more devotion to personal Christian work, in the church
and inthe world, ‘to bring our fellowmen to

God. * Let all “ Honor

In
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Notices.

i7

3

vigo

Why suffer from that cough when Adamson’s
Botanic Balsam will speedily and surely cure you ?
Children like it. Sold by druggists and dealers at

. Quarterly Meeting

;

frp I
oe®, A iS
meT uleera
a
avd
uterine tates and General Debility,
tine acts directly upon the causes of these Jr
plaints. 1t invigorates andsi
the whole
system, acts upon the secretive organs,5
avs
inflammation, cu es ulceration, and regula
e
bowels.

done till God calls them home.

Christ?
Christ,

i

oo

;

ORGAN

a
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:
Purifies the Blood, Renovates and

Actuated by

ay,

Bias

CUMBERLAND Q.M., 1st
Lord has cheered themi by the salvation of
mond" Muboh) Our. 29,
3
A, M.. Minisieral fh
of
bean
souls.... At a recent session of the Tuscarora {ut Dg.9 Q’clock,
ats, P.M.
yoy
lerk.
Q. M., one new church was received.
Most of
ADAMS & WATSHARA Q. o, Like ‘eharoh, com"'W. PHILLIPS, Clerk,
the ministers of this Q. ML are aged men, but meneing Dec, 5
WEARE
Oral
Qot,2 28-30.
they are still earnest in their éfforts to save
9S w.
ne
F.M. RICHARDS, Clerk.
BELKNAPQ. M. Ministers Conference will be holden
lost men.
The churches of this Q. M. may
with the church a t Gllmanion Iron Work 8, Oct. 2 ana
become strong, and wield a great power for 30.
J. N. RICH, Sec,
Tr DURRAM Q. M.. Pittsfield ehareb, Oct. 28—30,
good by wise combination and liberalitys...
This
one week later, by reason of Town Fair,at
Rev. H. N. Plumb has just closed a very. .in- Plltaterd. Oct. 21-23.
E. W. RICKER, Clerk.

fathers and mothers follow the example
Bro. Plumb, and never think their work

it not

true, that we all can do far more for
Let there be more communion with

religious

the house of worship, owned by the
J. Hallenbeck.
Their meetings have
during the summer at Gibson (near
Jed by Bro. 8. C. Ricker, and the’

Spirit of the Lord is upon him.

‘ Without me ye can do noth-

SRKAR, ES Poa

NY.

an aged man he is full of youthful fire, and the

State of about 16,000. If all these were fully
consecrated to the work of the Lord, what a
mighty influence would be exerted for Christ.
We have weak
churches.
This weakness
comes by a neglect of the plainest duties
which the Gospel requires.
A soul in full
sympathy with
Christ is pever weak.
A
church doing all it can for the Master is
always strong.
The clearest evidence of love
for Christ is a willingness to suffer with him,
constantly following him, in humble, faithful
service for the world’s conversion.
Practical
religion is emphasized in the Bible, far more
than profession.
The form is well; but the

power is vital.

to look after the

Ww.

man

ers... Abont thirty F. Baptists of Corning
bave reorganizeda church, with the purpose

cause in this pretty village is slowly gaining
ground and the ‘earnest young pastor growing
_ in faver with his

Christian

suffering fellows.

this motive and a desire to relieve human suffer.
ing,I will send free to all who deaire it, this recipe, in German, French, or English, with
full di.
Testionk for preparing and using.’ Sent by mail
address
with stamp,
naming
this
paper,

interests of theiremployes. They have prepared a room near the Elmira depot, where each
Sabbath, at 5, P. M;, Christian railroad men
work for the salvation of their fellow Jabor-

fortune to be present
went away détermi ed renewedly to consecrate themselves to the’ cause
of Christ, and the church at- Norwich was evi-
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him of their | The pastors of the Chiomdig Q. M. are sup- | the spe dy
and Permanent Sar fel Sonamnpason,0)
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A
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Siw oy or ais
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and several have already signified their. desire

ti, olir sincere thanks f to haceme Christians.

3 5 1879.
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